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Every effort has been made by the publishers to
ensure the accuracy of the contents of this magazine. However, under no circumstances can the publisher accept liability for any loss or damage
which may arise or result from errors or omissions in any advertisement or editorial, its content or position.

All opinions and facts presented in editorial features are those of the companies and individuals submitting such editorial and are accepted and
published in good faith by Construction Media Publishing Ltd and are not warranted to be correct in any way and the publishers will not accept
any responsibility for, or any liability arising from, that content.
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IKO PLC has achieved the environmental standards ISO 14001 and BES 6001 for its

new mastic asphalt and hot melt factory in Derbyshire. The site at Grangemill Quarry

only officially opened in September last year. IKO www.ikogroup.co.uk invested £1.5

million in developing the factory and making it as environmentally friendly as possible. 

Standards such as ISO 14001 (environmental management) and BES 6001 (responsible

sourcing of products) are increasingly specified on major projects.  

“As the requirement for responsible sourcing increases, clients are demanding further

clarity from the supply chain as to how it can demonstrate this,” explains Marcus Lee

at IKO specification Division. “With Grangemill achieving ISO 14001 and our range

gaining BES 6001 this can now be provided when our products are specified and

installed.”

IKO has three manufacturing plants in the UK, based in Wigan (Bituminous & Liquid

Membranes), Chesterfield (Polymeric Single Ply and Structural Waterproofing) and now

Matlock (Hot Melt and Mastic Asphalt).

New Chief for NFRC 

IKO’s new Grangemill site 

CITB Levy Returns ‘Simplified’ 

New IKO Factory Achieves Environmental
Standard in Record Time The National Federation of Roofing Contractors has begun

the search to find a new Chief Executive as Ray Horwood

has announced plans to step down when a suitable

replacement is found.

Ray Horwood said he will

stay at the NFRC until his

successor is in place and he

has handed over the trade

association, which has in

the region of 1,000 members,

to ensure a smooth

transition. Advertisements

for the NFRC Chief

Executive position have

been placed outside the

industry to attract a range of

candidates and interviews

are set to take place this month.

NFRC also oversees the CompetentRoofer scheme, which

allows roofing companies registered under the scheme to

self-certify their notifiable work as compliant with

Building Regulations. In 2014 7,859 jobs were certified

under CompetentRoofer.

CITB has changed the rules for the Levy system saying

they have simplified the process of making returns by

aligning them with information already gathered for PAYE.

CITB claims that the majority of employers should end up

paying approximately the same amount of Levy as they

currently do under the changes which come into effect on

1 August 2015. 

CITB will retain PAYE Levy at 0.5% and will no longer

raise Levy on payments to Labour-only sub-contractors.

The Levy on labour payments for taxed CIS sub-

contractors of 1.25%

on Net (taxable) CIS

payments will use

figures already

provided to HMRC.

The Small Business Levy Exemption of £80,000 stays and

the 50% Small Business Levy Reduction is increased from

£100,000 to £400,000

CITB has a created a Levy Simplification Calculator on

their website to help businesses understand the changes.

The LSA’s Rolled Lead Sheet Manual sets the technical

standards for the industry and is the reference point for

leadworkers, architects and specifiers.

The newly updated version of both the e-Book and hard

copy are now available to purchase from LSA.

The manual contains e up-to-date technical information

needed to specify or install Rolled Lead Sheet manufactured

to BS EN 12588. The e- one-click indexing is useful and can

be accessed from anywhere with an internet connection.

Electronic manual costs £35.00 with hard copy- £45.00.

Available from www.leadsheet.co.uk/manuals.

LSA Manual – Updated 2015 Edition Available Now

HSE Appoints New Chief Inspector of Construction

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has appointed Peter Baker as the new

chief inspector of construction.    He will take up the post on 1st April 2015.

The post of chief inspector of construction for HSE is influential in working with

and encouraging industry to drive up health and safety standards.

Peter said: “I am very much looking forward to working collaboratively with the

whole of the construction industry to continue reducing ill health and injury.

“In particular, I want to ensure the industry

responds in a sensible and proportionate manner

to the revised CDM Regulations.  All changes

bring challenges, and I want the industry to work

together in focussing on the real health and safety

risks to workers’ lives.”

Alumasc, the building and engineering products group,

reported a pre-tax profit increase of 24% to £3m in the

6 months to end of 2014.  This is the group’s best half

year performance since 2008. 

The Group attributes its increase in profits to the

growth of its Building Products activities which

increased revenue by 11% to £45.2m and underlying

operating profit by 22% to £4.6m, outperforming UK

Construction output growth of 6%. 

Roofing & Walling operating profit doubled on its

revenue which increased by 24% with performance

benefiting from a widened product range and increased

sales in the South East. Facades experienced strong

demand in Scotland and for new products. 

Although Construction Products profit was down 37%,

the revenue from Rainwater, Drainage and

Housebuilding Products is up 17%. 

Paul Hooper, Chief Executive, commented: “The Board

believes the group is well positioned to continue to

grow its Building Products business both in this

financial year and beyond.”

Alumasc Roofing and
Rainwater Drives Group
Revenue and Profits Growth

February Sees Commercial
and Retail Boom
Commercial and retail

construction contracts

increased by almost 70% in

February. 

The value of projects

awarded topped £1.1bn in

the month up 67.9% on

February last year and over

a third (35.4%) higher than January 2015. 

The figures from Barbour ABI shows that contracts for

key projects such as the Pinnacle Building in the City

of London were a major contributor to the surge and

led to office projects accounting for 70% of all

commercial and retail contracts. February also saw a

marked increase in the food-retailing sector, with

projects making up 19% of work. 

Michael Dall, at Barbour ABI, said: “It’s good news

that commercial and retail construction is on the up

as, sector-wise, it is the second biggest contributor to

the overall industry in the UK after housebuilding.”

Michael added: “Overall there has been a surge in

commercial and retail construction, but this boom is

still very much led from the capital. In fact, London

saw a 16.1 per cent increase in project value versus

February last year, which far exceeds any other region.

The West Midlands, for example, was next line at just

3.7 per cent.” 

The latest profit report from Plimsoll Publishing has looked at the UK’s Top 1000 Roofing

Contractors and assessed each on their profitability and financial health.

The just-published report found that, despite average margins up on last year, a third of

roofing contractors are recording a loss. However, some companies are seeing impressive

sales increases.

David Pattison, senior analyst on the project, said: “The difficulty for any business

working in a very competitive market is to balance sales and profits. These figures show

that despite a relatively encouraging market it still remains very difficult to make a good

profit.”

Of the 1000 companies analysed in the report: 

n Average profit margins are up from 3.2 to 4.8

n 305 companies record a loss 

n 138 companies recording a loss for the second year

n 156 firms are now considered at high financial risk

Pattison goes on to point out some key changes happening in the market. 

He added: “It would appear the pressure in the market to maintain sales is having a large

impact on the ability of some companies to make a profit. The consequences of not

delivering a profit at first glance would seem quite minor, however, with 138 firms

recording their second year of successive losses and 156 firms rated as now being at high

financial risk, time may well be running out for some of these firms.

“A round of consolidation would seem to be inevitable. In fact we have highlighted 460

firms we feel are most exposed to takeover.”

As a sign that it is not all doom and gloom, the study highlights 595 firms as

‘exceptional’ performers.  These firms, despite the pressure in the market, have recorded

record profits and sales increases. The report uses these as example companies  showing

the success that can be achieved even in a saturated market place.

UK’s Top Roofing Contractors Report

The Plimsoll analysis has individually analysed each of the UK’s top Roofing Contractors,

based on their latest financial performance. 

Copies of the report are available by calling Plimsoll Publishing Ltd on 01642 626 419 or

emailing c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk.

Competitive Pressure Pushes Roofing
Contractors into Loss

http://www.ikogroup.co.uk
http://www.leadsheet.co.uk/manuals
mailto:c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk
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News

UK Roofing Awards 2015 Finalists 
The 48 roofing projects and contractor finalists have now been announced for

the 10th UK Roofing Awards. 

The finalists will compete across 12 categories for the prestigious annual

Roofing Award in their roofing discipline. 

The Roofing Awards are designed to

recognise and reward outstanding

performance of workmanship and safety

amongst competent roofing companies

and manufacturers. 

Winners will be announced on the 15th May 2015, at the Hilton Metropole in

London. The finalists by category are:

Double-Lap Slating

Archibald McCorquodale Ltd (Hamilton Baptist Church, Hamilton)

Archibald McCorquodale Ltd (Kensington Gate, Glasgow)

Bolton Roofing Contractors Ltd (Eyre Crescent, Edinburgh)

Jennings Roofing Limited (The Aloft Hotel, Liverpool)

Liquid Roofing & Waterproofing

Axter Ltd (with Avonside Commercial & Industrial Roofing SW) (Fulham

Wharf)

Icopal Ltd (with Mitie Tilley Roofing) (Terminal 3 – Heathrow Airport)

IKO PLC (with Tower Asphalt Ltd) (Housing Blocks, Cotlandswick)

Lakesmere Limited (Derriford Hospital Multi-storey Car Park, Plymouth)

Tor Coatings Ltd (with Gables UK Ltd) (Bourne Leisure Group Ltd Head Office)

Single Ply Roofing

Bauder Ltd (with Byford Roofing Services) (Battle of Britain Memorial, Kent)

Briggs Amasco (Joseph Black Building, Kings Campus, Edinburgh)

MAC Roofing & Contracting Ltd (Lancaster and Morecambe College)

Sika Trocal (with Ithaca Roofing) (Carthew Road, London)

Fully Supported Metal Roofing

Longworth Building Services Ltd (Albion Square, Whitehaven)

Longworth Building Services Ltd (Centre for Virus Research, Glasgow)

Norman & Underwood Ltd (Northumberland Observatory)

Richardson Roofing Company Limited (Sheffield Markets)

Roof Sheeting

Bluestone Design and Construction Ltd (Hangar 37, Wiltshire)

Euroclad Ltd (with Curtis Engineering) (Paulton’s Theme Park, Peppa Pig

World, Hampshire)

KGM Roofing (Babraham Campus, Cambridgeshire)

T A Colbourne Limited (RNLI Coventina Building, Poole)

Vertical Cladding

Lakesmere Limited (Canary Wharf Crossrail)

Lakesmere Limited (National Graphene Institute, Manchester)

Longworth Building Services Ltd (Matalan HQ, Kirkby)

T A Colbourne Limited (Next Home and Garden, Southampton)

Heritage Roofing

Bain & Irvine Ltd (The Whiskey Experience, Edinburgh)

Clarke Roofing Southern Ltd (Ratton Renovations, Eastbourne)

Claude N Smith Ltd (Holy Sepulchre, Round Church, Cambridge)

Jordan Heritage Roofing Ltd (Penmaen Cottage, Snowdonia

National Park)

Double-lap Tiling

Avonside Group Services, Avonside Dodds (Former Barnton Hotel,

Edinburgh)

Fildes Roofing Ltd (Crossbush Road, Felpham)

Karl Terry Roofing Contractors (New Place, Banstead)

Monier Redland Ltd (with DM Roofing & Roughcasting Ltd)

(Shandwick, South Ayrshire)

Sustainable Roofs (Green, vegetated roofs)

Blackdown Greenroofs (The SSE Hydro, Glasgow)

Blackdown Horticultural Consultants (with Blackdown Greenroofs)

(Greenwich University)

Eco Green Roofs Ltd (Westfield Shopping Centre, London)

Organic Roofs (Boathouse at Avon Tyrrell)

Single-lap Tiling and Slating

Forester Roofing Services Ltd (Kings Park Hospital, Stirling)

Marley Contract Services (Scotia Homes, Aberdeen)

Monier Redland Ltd (with B&C Roofing) (Burgh Island Causeway,

Bigbury-on-Sea)

Monier Redland Ltd (with Barclay Roofing Limited) (Ryhope

Hospital, Sunderland)

Sustainable Roofs (Shingles & Shakes)

Clarke Roofing Southern Ltd (Wadhurst Church Spire, East Sussex)

John Brash & Co Ltd (with Bracknell Roofing Ltd) (Woburn Center

Parks, Bedfordshire)

Richardson Roofing Company Limited (Kinglsey Green, Radlett,

Hertfordshire)

Reinforced Bitumen Membrane

Bauder (with Briggs Amasco) (University of Manchester, Samuel

Alexander Building)

M&J Group (with IKO PLC) (Building 5, Culham Science Centre,

Oxfordshire)

M&J Group (with IKO PLC) (Neo-Natal Unit, Hammersmith

Hospital)

Richard Soan Roofing Services (with Bauder) (Medmerry Academy

Primary School, West Sussex)

Fulham Wharf by Axter Ltd with Avonside Commercial & Industrial Roofing SW - Liquid

Roofing & Waterproofing category

RNLI Coventina Building, Poole by TA Colbourne Ltd - Roof Sheeting category

An Amicable Separation for English Heritage 

From 1 April, English Heritage will separate into two organisations. 

Historic England, will be the new name for the public body that aims to make the heritage

protection system work better for owners, developers and infrastructure providers. It will aim to

cut  red tape without reducing protection for heritage. Historic England will remain as an

Executive Non-Departmental Public Body. 

The English Heritage Trust, which becomes an independent charity, retains the name English

Heritage and will look after the National Heritage Collection, consisting of more than 400

historic sites across England, including Stonehenge and Dover Castle, with the aim of

becoming self-financing as an organisation.

Historic England will champion the historic environment and provide expert advice, promote

constructive conservation, carry out research and give guidance and grants to everyone from

local communities to national policymakers, from owners of listed and older homes to

volunteers saving a building at risk. Historic England will also licence the new English

Heritage charity to look after the sites in the National Heritage Collection and appoint trustees

to the charity's board.

Culture Secretary Sajid Javid said: "Preserving our heritage cannot just be about protecting

buildings, we have to understand them better and be able to explain their value and importance

to the world.

"The new model allows for just that and will give these bodies the freedom they need to

explore new and entrepreneurial ways of protecting, promoting and bringing our heritage to

life."

New websites for Historic England and the English Heritage are now live.

Row Breaks Out Over
HSE’s ‘Beware Asbestos’ 
The United Kingdom Asbestos Training

Association (UKATA) has condemned the Health

and Safety Executive’s new ‘Beware Asbestos’

app as unsafe saying its Board of Directors was

“extremely disappointed”. 

UKATA alleges that the app encourages untrained

tradespeople to take risks that could lead to them

developing the asbestos-caused lung cancer,

mesothelioma.

UKATA said “This App does not satisfy HSE’s

own guidance and gives completely the wrong

message to tradespeople who may consider

carrying out minor works involving asbestos. We

we cannot endorse this App or support it in any

way.”

HSE’s app was endorsed at its launch in

December by former England footballer, Stuart

Pearce who fears he is at risk from inhaling

asbestos fibres when he worked as an electrician

before he became an England footballer

Free advice

HSE’s Kären Clayton responded:“HSE is surprised

and disappointed that the United Kingdom

Asbestos Training Association (UKATA) appears

to be arguing for the removal of free advice aimed

at those who might otherwise remain unaware of

the risks they face with regards to asbestos.

“The web app is very clear in stating what jobs

tradespeople must not do, and indeed helps them

to find and contact licensed asbestos contractors

in their area who can do those jobs for them.”

The Lead Sheet Association has launched a new

Specialist Up-Skilling Programme (SUP) to allow

up-skilling of leadworkers to Level 2. The new SUP

meets the needs of employers by minimising the

amount of time leadworkers need to be offsite

during training.

The SUP is aimed at mature workers who wish to

update their skills or to re-enter the leadworking

trade and will take 5-14 days of workshop training

and on the job supervision. CITB grants of up to

£3,000 are available. Check eligibility with LSA on

01622 872432.

LSA Launches SUP

The next stage has been reached in tackling late payment as a summary of responses to the

government consultation Duty to Report on Payment Practices and Policies has been published.

The consultation, which induistry organisations such as NFRC took part in, found that most

companies agreed with large and quoted businesses being made to report their standard payment

terms; their maximum payment terms; and any changes to these terms. 

Firms would need to disclose the average time taken to pay invoices; the proportion of invoices

they paid beyond terms; and the proportion of invoices they paid to fixed terms of 30, 60, 120 and

over 120 days.

It is now proposed to publish amended regulations after the General Election.

At January 2015, late payments owed to SMEs are reported as £32.4 billion.

Tackling Late and Unfair Payment Practices

Historic England has a national £11.5m repair grant programme in 2015 to support the rescue of major buildings,

including St Luke's in Liverpool known locally as ‘the bombed out church’ which has been derelict and roofless

since WWII, although still used regularly for city centre events.
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It doesn’t take a specialist to see that solar PV is growing. It’s been

gradually gaining momentum for a number of years and reached an

all time high in 2014, when installation figures doubled from the

previous year alone. This was no doubt triggered by the impending

Feed in Tariff degression that Q4 brought and although another

degression is anticipated in April for the commercial rooftop market,

there are still fruitful prospects for commercial projects as 2015

unfolds. (Degression is the DECC mechanism for gradually reducing

the Feed in Tariff (FiT) paid by government for energy generated by

solar PV, as the cost of solar panels comes down and the price of

energy rises).

Just five years away from that big 2020 - when our efforts, as a

nation, are scrutinised and really put through their paces to assess

whether climate change goals have been achieved - we’re now more

focused than ever to reach our target. Of course the 4 kWp domestic

market continues to have by far the most installed capacity,

representing over 97% of all installs in January. However the

commercial rooftop sector is an area with huge potential for growth

and this can really help to boost the figures to meet DECC

objectives.

The benefits of installing solar PV, such as lower carbon emissions,

lower energy bills and the generation of extra income, continue to

drive interest in non-domestic solar installations. And with its high

demand and corresponding favourable drop in solar PV costs, as well

as further, more widespread positive publicity, businesses are

realising that installing solar PV makes economic sense. 

Since April 2012 solar installations on non-domestic roofs have been classed as

‘permitted development’ and as such do not require planning permission,

provided that certain criteria are met. 

Permitted development

As long as installers ensure that the solar PV system doesn’t exceed 200mm

build up from the roof surface it is mounted on and is more than one metre away

from the roof’s external edge or wall joint, planning permission is not likely to be

required. There are exceptions to this: when the PV is to be installed on a listed

building, on a building within the surrounding land of a listed building or on a

site designated for scheduled ancient monuments, all of which will require

further planning permission. 

Without the planning permission that was previously required,  ‘permitted

developments’ enable installers to fit commercial solar PV projects in a faster

time-frame, meaning that lead time for a FiT application is much more appealing.

Government funding

The FiT is a government incentive helping to subsidise the initial outlay of a

system by offering regular financial instalments to business owners for energy

generated by solar PV (whether used or not),  which has been set up  to help the

UK reach EU climate change targets. 

Over the years and more recently, as mentioned above, the FiT has been affected

by the popularity of the technology by way of degression. However, with energy

costs rising, solar is fast emerging as a credible contender in the battle against

the bills and can ensure considerable savings for businesses using the

technology by utilising the untapped potential of already existing roof space. 

UK Commercial Solar in 2015 
Part ownership

Business owners/end users can contribute towards the cost of the installation,

typically between 25-40%. The funder pays the balance and maintains the system,

and in return receives the FiT and export to grid payments. In these cases the

business owner usually receives all the electricity generated.

Power Purchase Agreement

The end user can enter into a Power Purchase agreement (PPA). The funder pays

the installation and maintenance costs of the system and receives the FiT and

export payments. The business owner buys back the electricity generated by the

system at a hugely reduced cost (compared with buying from an energy provider).

There is no VAT and the price for the electricity is fixed, although it is index

linked.

The FiT provides the perfect backbone for commercial solar PV as it

can provide business owners with an appealing return on their

investment and, when combined with one of the many opportunities

for funding that continue to multiply, it gives further options for

business owners and installers to explore the attractive financial

returns available. There are a few different funded options available,

with varying contributions from the end user:

Full Ownership

The most lucrative option for the business owner, of course, is to

pay for the installation of the system themselves. In this case they

would receive the electricity generated, the FiT, and the export

payments. There are loans available for this at competitive rates, or

the business can fully fund the installation.

The scope for commercial solar is huge and with schemes set up by

the Government and solar PV companies to help offset the initial

costs of the technology, it means that more and more businesses are

turning to solar as a means of affordable, environmentally friendly

and financially feasible energy. This, combined with the ever rising

costs of grid supplied energy, could mean that the UK sees solar

parity with energy providers in no time. 

Waxman Energy specialises in the design and distribution of

solar PV systems, offering complete solar solutions for

domestic and commercial projects. more information call

01422 374114 or email info@waxmanenergy.co.uk.

Enquiry 12

Installing solar PV on a commercial roof now provides an excellent ROI.

There are several funding options to enable businesses to install solar arrays on the rooftops of

their premises.

mailto:info@waxmanenergy.co.uk
www.bigfootsupport.com
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Light plays an incredibly important role in our daily lives. Given that as

a nation, we spend as much as 90 per cent of our time indoors, healthy

indoor climates are vital in buildings, particularly in our homes.

So how do we gain more light in the spaces we use for living, working

and playing? A roof window can typically let in up to twice as much

light as a conventional vertical window. This is because the glazing is

angled directly towards the natural light source, with very little diffused

or reflected light. It can allow daylight to penetrate right into a room,

illuminating areas that might otherwise be quite dark. Not only that, but

roof windows can also enhance fantastic views, offer more comfort,

improve indoor climate, and can even be more energy efficient.

In the UK, it is possible to design houses so they almost never need

lights on during the daytime. Although this can be difficult due to our

climate, roof windows can be used to utilise the natural daylight we do

have and bring in some much needed light into a dark space. 

Once you’ve decided that roof windows are right for your project, there

are a number of options to consider. Do your research and you’ll find

there are a number of options from which you can select the right

product to gain maximum daylight, comfort and energy efficiency.

Position

Consideration of where to position the roof windows will be

beneficial, helping to decide on whether a single roof window will

give the best access to daylight needed, or whether multiple roof

windows will enhance the space even further. Get your client to

think about when and where in that room access to daylight will be

required. When it comes to positioning, a south facing window

captures the most sunlight throughout the day, while a north facing

window will receive a constant - yet weaker - light all day.

Once placement and positioning of the windows has been planned,

it’s time to think about the types of roof window that will best suit

your client’s functional and aesthetic needs.

Operational Options

Centre pivot roof windows operated using a bar at the top of the

window are ideal either for installations high in the ceiling, operated

by a control rod or electric operation, or lower in the roof where the

bottom of the window cannot be accessed - for example, if furniture

will be placed in front of the window. Centre-pivot roof windows can

be installed from 15°-90°, making them ideal for mansard roofs.

Top hung roof windows opening outwards with a handle at the

bottom of the window are ideal for installations where the bottom of

the window is easily within arm’s reach. Opening 45° outwards for

an unrestricted view they maximise the amount of natural daylight

coming in.

Finishing Touches

There are two interior finishes: white polyurethane giving a room a

contemporary look and ideal for humid rooms or natural pine, which

creates a warmer and more traditional look in living rooms and

bedrooms. 

Glazing

The debate around the benefits of double vs triple glazed roof

windows is ongoing. Traditionally, the effectiveness of windows is

measured by their U-value – the same measure of heat loss used to

measure roofs. A low U-value means good heat retention and triple

glazed windows boast a much lower U-value than double. However,

a more effective approach is to look at energy balance – the

difference between the amount of heat from sunlight the window

transfers into a building, and the amount of heat that escapes

through the window. Calculations based on the average home’s

energy use, have shown that triple glazed windows may not offer

the financial benefits they first appear to, but there is certainly a

place for triple glazing in passive, low carbon designs.

Before recommending roof windows, it’s worth discussing with your

client all options for both short and long term gain. Every project is

different so do your research and explore all the products available to

achieve optimum daylight, comfort and energy efficiency – and a

satisfied client.

For more information or advice, visit www.velux.co.uk.

Velux Sustainability and Design Manager, Paul Hicks, explains the issues that contractors should
consider when selecting the best roof windows for their project

Choosing the Right Roof Windows

Enquiry 11

http://www.velux.co.uk
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There is no need to panic if signs of bats or bat

roosts are discovered during a building or

construction project. There is plenty of advice

available, in Scotland and in the rest of the UK,

where the law is similar.

Bats are usually thought of as woodland animals,

but some species have been sharing dwellings

with humans for thousands of years. As their

natural roosting sites in trees have been lost due to

woodland felling and then development, many

have moved to the most convenient warm, dry

alternative – our buildings’ roofs. These man-made

structures have become very important for many

species of bat, and they often to return to the same

roosts year after year.

All British bat species have declined in the past,

and they remain vulnerable to the loss of secure

roost sites. Bats have a low reproductive rate and

females usually only give birth to one young each

year. For these reasons, both bats and their roost

sites are protected by law in Scotland. It’s an

offence to deliberately or recklessly kill, injure or

disturb a wild bat and to obstruct or disturb a bat

roost, even if bats are not present at the time. 

Louise Batchelor, Chair of PAW, said, ‘Killing or

disturbing bats is a wildlife crime which can land

a developer or home owner with a heavy penalty.

It’s not worth taking any chances, and there is

plenty of advice and help to anyone planning a

development or even a small house modification.’

Bats should be considered early on in project development. If bats are likely to be found in a site

proposed for development (for instance, in a building to be modified or demolished, or in trees that

need to be felled), a bat survey by a suitably qualified and experienced person may be necessary.

Surveys would normally need to be carried out during the bats’ active period (May-Sept). 

Fines

If bats, their roosts or even signs of bats, are found, then the surveyor should identify what impact

the development might have on the bats and how these impacts should be avoided or minimised.

But if they can't be avoided and the development might result in an offence being committed, a

licence will be necessary to go ahead with work. Licences to permit development can only be

granted subject to strict tests being met (see contact details below for government agencies around

the UK). If someone is found to have disturbed or destroyed a bat roost, they may be fined up to

£5000 and/or receive a prison sentence. Equipment, including vehicles and machinery, involved in

the incident could also be confiscated and forfeited, resulting in significant inconvenience and

financial cost to the company involved.

Pete Charleston, an investigations officer with the Bat Conservation Trust (BCT), explains: “It is

very unlikely that the presence of bats will prevent development taking place. But if bats are to be

affected, then it is very important that the work is done at the right time of year in a manner that

does not have an adverse impact on the animals. BCT receive a number of allegations of bat crime

each year. Working with the police, we are able to prevent many offences but in a small number of

cases the needs of bats are deliberately ignored. In such circumstances prosecution, although

regrettable, is inevitable.” 

Planning authorities must consider the same strict tests as the licensing authority when

considering any planning permission that might affect bats or any other protected species. So it

pays to make sure that a good survey and protection plan is drawn up at the planning stage.

Surveys should be up-to-date and carried out according to best practice to ensure that there are no

unnecessary delays in licence and planning applications. 

How to Manage Bats

Do you feel batty when you come across bats onsite? Here PAW Scotland (Partnership for Action against Wildlife Crime
Scotland) advises how to stay on the right side of the law when bat roosts are found on a development and which
organisations you need to contact.

All About Bats....

Bats are highly specialised animals with amazing features. They are the only true

flying mammal and are long-lived and intelligent, with complex social lives. There

are at least nine species in Scotland, of which the most numerous and familiar are

two pipistrelle species, which can be seen flitting about near woodland, in gardens,

or open water at dusk, in search of midges and other flying insects. A single

pipistrelle can consume up to 3,000 midges in one night! 

You can often see bats flying at dusk or even hear them inside a roost on hot days

or before they emerge around sunset. But often you will only see signs of bats,

rather than the animals themselves. 

A bat only needs a 1 cm by 2 cm opening to use as an entrance to a roost. The most

common sign is their droppings, which are composed of the indigestible remains of

their insect prey. These are roughly the same size and shape of mouse droppings,

but crumble to a powder when dry (mouse droppings do not crumble) and are

usually found stuck to walls or in small piles below roosting bats or the roost exit. 

There are three main types of roost: 

n Buildings such as houses, steadings, churches, bridges, fortifications, schools 

and historic buildings. Buildings are most important in summer when bats give 

birth to young, but some are used throughout the year. 

n Caves, mines, cellars, ice-houses and tunnels. These are most important in 

winter as they give the sheltered and stable conditions that bats need during 

hibernation. 

n Trees (in holes, cavities, cracks, splits, loose bark) are used throughout the year. 

For more information on bats, see the Bat Conservation Trust website at
www.bats.org.uk.

Further information on wildlife crime is available from:

n PAW Scotland (www.PAW.Scotland.gov.uk)

n PAW UK (www.gov.uk/government/groups/partnership-for-action-against-
wildlife-crime).

Where to apply for a bat licence in the UK

In Scotland, licences are granted through Scottish Natural Heritage (see
www.snh.gov.uk.)

In England, through Natural England
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/natural-england)

In Wales, through Natural Resources Wales (naturalresourceswales.gov.uk) 

In Northern Ireland, through the Northern Ireland Environment agency
(www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/).

Enquiry 1
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Compulsory since 28th February 2015, the new BS 5534 standards state that

all fittings must now be mechanically fixed, installing dry ridge and hip

systems where required too. When working on a very traditional roofing

project for example, mortar should be used alongside mechanical fix options

such as clips, nails or screws.

With the revisions made in order to help ‘future proof’ the new standard, the

updates have been made in order to account for extreme changes to the

British weather. With gale force winds, heavy, driving rain and indeed

flooding on the rise, these extreme weather conditions can put added strain

on roofs.

To that end, the National House Building Council (NHBC) has seen roofing

claims against its Buildmark Warranty increase dramatically in recent years –

nearly two thirds of all roofing claims made against Buildmark are related to

mortar failure. 

Before the update, BS 5534 was based on very old wind loads that did not

account for the changes to the weather over the past few years. As a result,

this meant that the recommended number of fixings was not in line with

changing demands, leading to future problems encountered as a result of

wind uplift.

When looking through the Standard’s update, it’s clear to see that the

majority of changes to the number of fixings required effects the use of single

lap tiles: 

n all single lap tiles should be mechanically fixed

n nails should offer a minimum penetration of 15mm into battens

n tiles/slates at the perimeter must now have a minimum of two 

fixings

n To avoid the use of small pieces of cut slates/tiles, which are 

notoriously difficult to fix, slate/tile and a half or slates not less 

than 150mm should be used

Following these new calculation methods should see the

implementation of a more robust fixing specification. It’s worth noting

however, that roofing contractors must have a fixing specification in

place in order to quote for and carry out the proposed works, in line

with the new standard.

Of course, there are additional factors that can affect the way in which

a roof will react under extreme weather conditions. Commonly used

when installing a new roof, underlay is designed to help reduce the

wind load acting on the roof tiles – it does this by taking on some of

the wind load itself. To do this successfully however, it must not

stretch to the point where it can touch the underside of the roof tiles

when it is subjected to wind pressure. If it does, the full wind load will

then be transferred to the roof covering, essentially making the

underlay redundant.

New Standard Specifications for Fixing
Slate and Tiles 
Richard Cook, Technical Manager from SSQ Slate takes a look at the revised BS 5534 standard,
highlighting the most important changes when fixing roof slates.

Fixing specifications provided by slate and tile

manufacturers do not allow for this, meaning roof

tiles can be blown clean from the roof even if they

are fixed and clipped into place. The changes to BS

5534 mean that a single test for the measurement of

the wind uplift resistance of underlays has been

introduced. This does mean that some commonly

used underlays will not be suitable under the new

Code of Practice so extra caution is now needed

when they are selected.

It’s worth remembering that fixing specifications can

vary greatly depending on the material being used,

the location and also the type of building to which

the slates are being fixed. With that in mind, it is

more important than ever before to ensure that

materials are fixed in line with the manufacturer’s

recommendations.

Fixing requirements

Most manufacturers, like SSQ, will have a technical

department that will be able to answer any

questions concerning the changes whilst the

Government is funding specialist training via the

National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC)

in order to ensure those working in the industry are

up to speed with the changes. 

Enquiry 2
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Although safety in the UK roofing industry is continuing to improve, we all

know that roofing remains a risky business. HSE statistics tell their own

story: figures published in October 2014 show that falls from height and slips

and trips were again the most common cause of death for construction

workers – accounting for a staggering 47% of all construction deaths. Falls,

slips and trips were also responsible for 57% of all major RIDDOR injuries. A

staggering 592,000 working days were lost in construction due to injuries.

Injury and ill-health was estimated by HSE to cost society over £1.1 billion in

2013/2014.

Footwear is one key issue central to the prevention of slips, trips and falls.

There are three aspects to slips: the surface, any ‘contaminates’ on it and

the footwear. Currently, safety footwear is classified under a range of

European Norm standards which classify their properties: such as object

penetration, water penetration, energy absorbance, heat resistance,

insulation etc.. The standard EN ISO 13287:2012 Personal protective

equipment – Footwear - Test method for slip resistance, is currently used to

describe the grip of footwear and is assessed using a mechanical test in a

laboratory. The rating ‘SRC’ gives slip resistance on both a ceramic surface

contaminated with ‘soap’ and a steel surface contaminated with glycerol.

However, HSL has said that “there are concerns amongst the scientific

community that this test does not closely replicate the critical point of the

walking step at which grip is lost when you slip.”

HSL has therefore developed its own rating scheme ‘GRIP’ – and, simply -

the higher the GRIP rating, the lower the risk of a slip.

Coefficient of friction

HSL’s GRIP ratings are classified by the amount of grip generated, known as

coefficient of friction or CoF. The test is done using water, the most common

‘contaminant’, and glycerol, a thicker contaminant which simulates oil. A

tester walks on an increasingly inclined platform until a slip occurs. The 1 to

Get a Grip!
The Health and Safety Laboratory, which is an independent agency of the HSE, has recently announced the launch of five new ratings for slip resistant footwear. Walking the
roofs at height is a high-risk activity and the right workwear for roofers is an essential component of safe work at height to minimise the likelihood of slips, trips and falls. 

Envirotile
Envirotile offers unrivalled technical performance

along with excellent eco-credentials. Its precision

design utilises the latest in recycled material

technology, ensuring every tile meets the highest

standards. BBA tested : easily conforms to New

recommended guidelines in BS:5534-2014

Extremely robust - No more foot traffic problems or

concerns to tiled areas 

Guaranteed - to give you the customers a truly

amazing unrivalled performance that will undoubtably

minimise your future maintenance costs.

Up to 25% quicker to fit and 80% lighter than a

standard concrete tile 

Maintains integrity at a minimum low pitch of 12.5

degrees.

Resistant to mould, moss and fungus 

Complies with the Code for Sustainable Homes 

Fixed and interlocked in eight places making it

significantly more vandal and burglar proof 

Contact us on 0845 2697137

3 star ratings require an increasing level of grip on a wet tile. 4 and 5 star

footwear also has to achieve a certain level of grip with glycerol.

But before you automatically reach for that 5 star shoe, remember that

footwear selection should always be informed by a risk assessment. It is

also worth remembering that the GRIP scheme only deals with the slip

resistance of footwear. Other safety requirements should be considered in

parallel with the GRIP ratings when selecting footwear for use as PPE.

When selecting suitable footwear for roofers, the footwear should have a

metal toe cap, which is a basic requirement for anyone who works on a

construction site. Shoes should be properly waterproof (not water resistant)

and offer comfort and durability. Footwear should be insulating to keep feet

warm in winter and cool in summer. They should also offer metatarsal

protection, both to protect the long foot bones, or metatarsal bones, from

the impact of a falling object, but also to support those bones from

underneath by the sole and insole of the shoe. 

As roofers regularly work with ladders they should always avoid shoes that

have a flat sole from front to back and select shoes that have a heel which

will prevent the foot from slipping away off a ladder rung. The sole should

be deep, firm and robust enough to avoid putting strain on the arch of the

foot when standing on a ladder rung frequently or for prolonged periods of

time. 

In addition, the shoe or boot should be sufficiently lightweight to minimise

fatigue and the sole should be also sufficiently supple to allow easy

bending of the shoe when walking a roof and when relying on the foot’s

grip on roofing battens or pitched roofing materials. Lastly, marking of flat

roofing materials by footwear is a consideration: you don’t want to achieve

that perfect finish on a metal or liquid roof, only to leave conspicuous tracks

across it from your size 12s!

Health and Safety Laboratory

Enquiry 17
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Filon Products has supplied roofing to access decks, and canopies for doorways and covered

walkways as part of a refurbishment programme at the iconic Byker Wall Estate in Newcastle

upon Tyne.

Designed by notable architect, Ralph Erskine and completed in the 1970s, the estate

occupies a 200 acre site previously comprising Victorian slum terraced housing. It is widely

recognised as a successful example of urban regeneration and has won many architectural

awards.

Today, the estate is Grade 2 listed and recent refurbishments have involved careful

reinstatement of original features and colour schemes, using modernised materials where

possible, while retaining the look and feel of the 1970s design scheme.

Steve Vickers of Filon Products

was invited to a site meeting at

the Estate, to make

recommendations for

refurbishment of translucent GRP

canopies and coloured door

canopies in various areas of the

estate. As can be seen from the

pictures taken before the

refurbishment, the translucent

sheets were suffering from a

serious build up of moss and dirt

and had lost a lot of light

transmission. Due to the surface coat protection used during manufacture of the original

sheets, the external surfaces had become hairy with visible fibres.

Matching and upgrading

Steve Vickers takes up the story: “We were approached because Filon sheeting had been

used over the years for repairs in specific areas although we had never been to site. Different

contractors had used various profiles and sheet types with no consistency being applied. The

brief from English Heritage was to match the original sheet specification as closely as

possible whilst upgrading the non-fragility status, keeping in mind that the buildings are

Grade 2 listed.

“Historical documents and research revealed

that the original profile used on roofing to

balconies, canopies and covered walkways, was

British Alcan A7. We were able to match this

profile using our Filon Supasafe triple reinforced

sheeting with a Class 1 fire rating.

“Original drawings of the door canopies were

also provided and we developed a unique profile

to match it as closely as possible using opaque

coloured Supasafe with a Class 3 fire rating.” 

Following development and production of the

sheets, contractors were appointed and further

site meetings took place, to agree details such

as fastener and sealant specifications.

The modern UV protective surface protection

will maintain the rooflights integrity for many

years to come with an expected life span of

around 40 years.

Filon can produce profiled GRP sheet in almost

any colour and to suit the vast majority of

existing and obsolete roof and wall profiles. As

in the case of the door canopies on Byker Wall,

we are often called upon to produce special

profiles to suit specific refurbishment and new

build requirements. Tooling can be created at

relatively low costs to suit most requirements,

giving the project a cost effective solution.

Refurbishment of Roofs and Canopies at
the Iconic Byker Wall Estate

www.filon.co.uk
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AQUAFLEX SYSTEM
MONTOLIT PROFESSIONAL WATER SPRAY SYSTEM FOR ELIMINATING DUST

PERFECT FOR ROOFERS AND BUILDERS!

BUY ON LINE NOW @ www.kwiksplit.co.uk or Tel 01162 393671

Gooding Aluminium Launches 2015 Aluminium Products Brochure
Gooding Aluminium the national and international supplier of a wide range of high quality aluminium sheets, aluminium
profiles and aluminium extrusions has launched their brand new aluminium products brochure for 2015. Gooding
Aluminium has launched their exciting new brochure for 2015 which introduces new product lines and includes a broader
scope of premium aluminium products for selection by architects and other specifiers. The new brochure demonstrates
the broad range of original and high quality products, materials and services available from Gooding Aluminium such as:

l Extensive stock products and materials with immediate availability    

l ‘Made to Order’ products accurately and rapidly produced    

l Free samples service with 24 hour dispatch   

l Anodising and powder coating surface finishing 
l Technical support from our helpful, informed Project Managers

Their inspirational catalogue showcases the products and surface finishes available from Gooding Aluminium and also
includes the latest products. Download the 2015 Gooding Aluminium catalogue here http://bit.ly/1GTscsn or go to
http://bit.ly/1Bqanwa to view examples of Gooding Aluminium products in situ. For more detailed information, site work
data sheets, fixing instructions, technical information, terms and conditions of sale, visit:  www.goodingalum.com or
contact Katie Brown, account manager: 0870 199 4044 email: katie@simplymarcomms.co.uk.

Enquiry 57

The Metal Cladding and Roofing Manufacturers Association (MCRMA) has warned

that they are still receiving reports that metal clad roofs are taking loads that they are

not designed to take, such as solar equipment. In fact, the Association points out,

even extra loading from natural weather occurrences are not being planned for. 

MCRMA said “Thankfully, we didn’t experience the same level of roof failures this

year at the result of snow loading as we did in 2012/13, but with the increasing erratic

winter weather, and interest of solar panels on commercial and industrial properties

the topic of abnormal loading was a major topic at a recent Sheeting and Cladding

Technical committee.”

The MCRMA advise that a suitably qualified engineer should be responsible for

calculating loads on a roof and designing accordingly. However, they would expect all

roofing contractors to be aware of the basic principles. 

• Double check the design loads on all elements of the roof system – and that

allowance has been made for drift – the standard is EN 1991-1-3: Snow Loads. The

capacity of the roof should be 150% greater than the design load. 

• Highest risk areas: Low to high bay abutment, canopies, lean-to’s, stair towers,

accumulation at eaves details. 

• Prime factors that influence loads are the location of the building, its height and

shape, parapets and obstructions – adding solar equipment at a later date will affect

this obviously- and finally adjacent roofs. 

With regard to nearby roofs, it is often forgotten that heavy, wet melting snow falling

from an upper roof slope onto a lower roof, can significantly impact the lower sheeting,

causing localised damage to the sheet and even the supporting structure. The same

MCRMA Warns of Overloading on Profiled Sheeted Roofs

melting snow can cause total failure of gutter systems,

particularly if the outer lip of the gutter is above the

line of the roof slope as it takes the full impact of

snow sliding down the roof. 

Contractors, together with building owners, should

develop a snow removal plan including a risk

assessment, cordoning off areas, safe access routes for

pedestrians (including public) and vehicles. More

detailed information can be found in the new MCRMA

document Guidance for Snow Loading on Cladding.

http://bit.ly/1GTscsn
http://bit.ly/1Bqanwa
http://www.goodingalum.com
mailto:katie@simplymarcomms.co.uk
http://www.kwiksplit.co.uk
http://roof-maker.co.uk/
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Twenty years ago the UK’s top performing vapour permeable

underlay, Roofshield, was not even launched. In those days we

were working under the Code of Practice BS 5534 1990 Part 1(25

pages - now 173 pages) and if you were looking for a roofing

underlay you had the choice of traditional bitumen felt, single

layer non-woven polypropylene membranes, Flash spunbond or

reinforced polyethylenes with micro perforations. 

The only vapour permeability requirements were in fully

supported applications like boarding, and required to have a

vapour permeability of 36g/m2/day in accordance with BS3177.

For underlays not fully supported, the recommendations were to

use BS747 bitumen felt and if using a polyethylene film of

0.13mm the batten gauge should not exceed 100mm. 

BS 5534 twenty years on

Fast forward to 2015 and vapour permeable membranes are now

used on most projects in the UK. Over this time, vapour

permeable underlays (now typically with MVTRs greater than

1000g/m2/day) have allowed ventilation requirements for roofs to

be reduced to ridge-only, or in the case of a high-performance,

air-permeable membrane such as Roofshield, eliminated

altogether.

Alongside this evolution in roofing technology, the climatic

factors affecting roof design have also changed, with

extreme weather conditions occurring more

frequently than in the past. The

increasing likelihood of violent storm

conditions across the UK has demanded a

more rigorous approach to roof design,

amid a growing recognition that the old

principles are no longer fit for purpose.

The recently published BS5534, which came

into force on 1 March 2015, reflects this new

reality with far-reaching and more rigorous

design standards for both the fixing of

roof coverings and the robustness of

underlays of all types.   Under the

new Standard, traditional methods

such as mortar bedding of ridges and hips can

no longer be relied upon to resist wind loadings,

therefore designers and roofers will need to familiarise

themselves with the new requirements, and seek

updated fixing schedules from tile and slate suppliers. 

For the underlay classification the country
will be split into 5 wind zones as shown:

Wind zones 1 and 2 comprise the majority of England

and Wales, wind zone 3 the Border areas and major

population centres in Scotland and Northern

Ireland, with the Highlands and Islands making

up wind zones 4 and 5. Underlay manufacturers must now clearly

state in which zones their underlays are suitable, and if any

special installation conditions apply in a given zone. These

specifics may include, for example, taping of lap joints, variations

in batten gauge or reduced batten spacing in higher wind load zones.

The new changes to BS 5534 should be embraced by the industry and

recognised as a raising of standards and producing less problems on roofs

due to wind damage.

Roofshield complies throughout the UK

Based on fully independent third party testing, Roofshield will

continue to demonstrate its performance by being compliant

throughout the whole of the UK. 

For zones 1-3, no special measures are required for open rafter and fully

supported applications, beyond ensuring laps are extended (if

necessary) to coincide with slate or tile battens. For zones 4 and 5,

designers and roofers should consult the A Proctor Group to review

the specific application, however for the majority of fully

supported applications (such as onto timber sarking,

commonplace in these geographic areas) no special

measures will be required. If special measures are required,

a detailed specification will be issued giving the options

for compliant installation. 

While significant changes to the long-established

Standard are a source of some upheaval and

understandable concern to the construction

industry, embracing these changes can only lead to

the raising of standards, reducing the likelihood of

subsequent problems and expensive remediation. 

By continually improving our product ranges to reflect

the changing criteria and scope of these standards, the A. Proctor Group

aim to make the transition as painless as possible for our customers. For

further information on Roofshield, and the implications of the new BS5534,

please visit www.proctorgroup.com.

Changes to BS 5534 and
Implications for the Industry

Enquiry 19
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BIM

The time is now… Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a current

buzzword - many in the construction industry will have heard of it but not

everybody will have used it. However, as the UK moves closer towards the

2016 Government mandate that all construction companies tendering for

Government work should achieve level 2 BIM by 2016, momentum for BIM is

growing. 

The Government Construction Strategy was published in May 2011. The report

announced the Government’s intention to require collaborative 3D BIM on its

projects by 2016. This was part of a four-year Government programme for

sector modernization with the objective of reducing capital costs and carbon

emissions from the construction and operation of the built environment by

20%. Central to this programme is the adoption of Building Information

Modelling (BIM) - technologies, process and collaboration - to unlock more

efficient ways of working at all stages of the project lifecycle.

Adoption

Big Foot Systems were an early adopter of BIM. A few years ago we started to

see an increased use of BIM in construction projects but there was no

provision for flat roof plant support or safe access systems. We wanted to be

first as a significant amount of our work is working on schools and hospitals.

As a result we decided to make an investment in Autodesk investor, software

which has a capability to save files in Revit format for BIM Modelling and

went on to investigate hosting Big Foot’s BIM objects in a library. Over a year

ago Big Foot therefore added its Light Duty and Heavy Duty ranges of

freestanding framework systems, as well as its Safe Access

Systems to the NBS BIM library:

http://www.nationalbimlibrary.com/bigfoot.

The addition of Big Foot’s BIM objects was timely since it

followed the announcement that the NBS National BIM

Library was to issue a range of generic BIM objects to enable

specifiers to visualise designs and their implications at

concept design stage, which then can be easily replaced by

proprietary objects. This provided construction manufacturers

like Big Foot with an unrivalled opportunity to place their

products before specifiers at a key design stage. 

Then in February this year Big Foot continued its

commitment to BIM by announcing that its rooftop building

services support structures were now available to view and

explore on bimstore at www.bimstore.co.uk. The website,

created by specifiers for specifiers, allows users to download

manufacturers’ digital BIM content. The great plus here is that

BIM Store generates BIM models for manufacturers and hosts

them online, so it creates and markets them for you.

Bimstore aims to ensure that only the highest quality

information is included and is free to access for specifiers.

There are a range of user friendly features, including the

BIMbox which allows specifiers to have a library of the

components they are interested in, with automatic updates

when a product listing has been altered.

Benefits

For Big Foot it was essential to invest in BIM to continue our

work in the public sector. However, this was not the only

advantage. As a modern method of construction, BIM gives

our products greater visibility to specifiers as well as

demonstrating the technical expertise and design skills that

we possess in-house to make specification simple. For the

designer using BIM, snags show up during the design stage

where options can be easily changed rather than picking up

conflicts later, on site, where solutions can prove more costly.

For owners, BIM offers clarity on operational costs and

maintenance of their building. 

The 2016 deadline will only be the first deadline that will

drive adoption of BIM. As usual the public sector will pave

the way for the private sector, but the private sector will

follow. Companies do have to make an investment to adopt

BIM, but the benefits far outweigh the costs. BIM is driving

efficiencies in the supply chain. Roofs are a key component on

any project and as such specifiers will increasingly look to

BIM to find design solutions. Now is the time for roofing

manufacturers to ensure they have a presence and contractors

to familiarise themselves with BIM to be part of the

information revolution.

Raising the Roof on BIM 
As the UK moves towards the 2016 BIM deadline for tendering for Government work,
Joe Rose, Technical Marketing Manager at Big Foot Systems, explains why it is
important for the roofing sector to adopt BIM.
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Build a beautiful roof...

STRONG     VERSATILE     LIGHT     RECYCLABLE

tapco sl ate

For centuries, slate roofing has been desired for its durability and beauty. With authentic surfaces
and edges, Tapco Slate highlights the handsome character of slate, at the same time enhancing roof
performance through innovative design. Unlike natural slate, Tapco Slate won’t break or delaminate.

minimum pitch capability of 14º and upwards
lightweight & easy to cut
minimal waste & faster installation
largest industry colour choice
limited lifetime warranty

BBAAPPROVAL
INSPECTION
TESTING
CERTIFICATION

CERTIFICATE No 08/4603

call us now for more information

01482 880478
call us now for more information

01482 880478
WWW.TAPCOSLATE.COMWWW.TAPCOSLATE.COM
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VGS-L 10Approved Training Provider 07 PZ-8.22.64 and Z-8-22-64.1FS 554413

Arched or domed structures – lightweight and easy to install
with minimal bracing requirements.

Bigger. Stronger. Wider. Spanning up to 40m.
KederRoof XL

Layher Limited
 Works Road, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1WL  Tel. 01462 475 100  Fax. 01462 475 101
  Letham Road, Houstoun Ind Est., Livingston, West Lothian EH54 5BY  Tel. 01506 440220  Fax. 01506 440110
  North Point Business Park, Selby Road, Eggborough DN14 0JT  Tel. 01977 661605

info@layher.co.uk  www.layher.co.uk

HIRE & SALES   EQUIPMENT   DESIGN   SUPPORT   EXPERIENCE   VERSATILITY   EXPERTISE
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Many eyebrows were raised when one of the East

Midlands’ leading roofing contractors launched a major

new training facility in the middle of a crippling

economic recession.

So it is an even greater success story that the East

Midlands Roofing College is moving into a new era in a

partnership that can offer some of the best roofing

training in the country.

But for the moment, let’s go back to 2010.  Opening a

training college in this economic climate?  Not a chance,

said some.  Just an ego trip, said others.  However,

nobody could dispute the necessity of roof training

opportunities in the East Midlands, when the only two

providers were situated miles away in the West

Midlands, and North Norfolk.  In addition, the training

timetable followed what was basically the school

curriculum, which meant that courses began in

September and finished in June, offering no flexibility to

those wishing to gain roofing skills and qualifications.

However, ‘doubting Thomases’ hadn’t bargained for the

vision and industry knowledge of Jason Wright,

managing director of Nottingham- based J Wright

Roofing, who had already run his own, very flexible

roofing apprenticeship programme, since 1998.

“The existing courses at these two centres were fixed in

their timing and as a result, most small and medium

sized roofing companies found them impractical and not

very cost-effective,” Jason explained.

“Their employees also had to travel long distances to

carry out their training, requiring overnight

accommodation in many instances.”

Jason carried out research in the East Midlands area to

find out employers’ training needs and his findings

strongly suggested that a new, independent roofing

training college would fill this gap in the local market.

“As well as flexible timetables, additional aspects of

roofing needed to be covered, such as lead works and

heritage skills focusing on specific historic periods,” he

added.

As a result, and after much hard work and behind-the-

scenes planning, the East Midlands Roofing College was

set up in Bulwell, Nottingham, in 2010, with no funding

from any external roofing organisation. 

Dozens of apprentices

Since then, dozens of apprentices have been delivered,

as well as on-site assessment and training (OSAT)

courses at NVQ Level 2, plus many short courses in solar PV training, lead, health and

safety and first aid, to name a few.

So four years later, with increasing demand for bigger and more diverse courses, Jason

recognised the college had to become a bigger player.  He was approached by a larger

training college, RightTrack Ltd, who offered to take a major stake in East Midlands

Roofing College so that the training facilities would be considerably enhanced.

He explained: “After giving this offer due consideration we decided that it was a real

opportunity to expand the training provision, as RightTrack has the extra training,

administrative and backing skills.

“This means that we can deliver training on a far greater scale, while giving me more

time to concentrate on my own core business.”

Seal of approval

Jason’s vision for training in the East Midlands received the ultimate seal of approval

when, in January this year, he received a visit from Prime Minister, David Cameron on a

fact-finding mission about roofing apprenticeships.

Jason said: “We are honoured that Mr Cameron chose to visit us within his busy

schedule; he had looked at our website and was particularly interested in the work

experience we offer.

“He was keen to find out about roofing apprenticeships and their importance in the

industry.  We explained our connection with the local school and our plans to run a

East Midlands Roofing College Moves into New Era of  Excellence

vocational course for the younger students so that they can gain

experience in health and safety, site work and an idea of what

the apprenticeship offers, before they reach school-leaving age.”

And it hasn’t only been the prime minister who has been

impressed by the college’s schools programme.  The National

Federation of Roofing Contractors has just agreed funding so

that Jason and his team can forge ahead in this essential area of

training.

Jason is delighted that the future of the college has now been

secured, as a roof training facility in the east Midlands has been

secured with long-term plans for apprenticeships and other

courses available locally for all employers in this area.

All courses offered at the college can be viewed on the website

at www.eastmidlandsroofingcollege.org.

Enquiry 13
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LSA deals with thousands of calls, emails and site visits each year

relating to the different uses of Rolled Lead Sheet to BS EN 12588. The

support and advice given is based on the technical details featured in our

Rolled Lead Sheet Manual and comes from decades of experience informed

by the industry.

Ventilation

By far the most common question we get is how to ventilate the area

where lead sheet is used. All lead sheets should be laid onto a through

ventilated substrate.  That means the decking which supports the lead

sheet should have a minimum of a 50mm through ventilated void

underneath the decking and the ventilated pathway should have no

stagnant air pockets.   Even vertical applications should be ventilated

although here the ventilated path can be reduced to 25mm. This detail from 

Size matters!

Getting the right lead

specification for the job is

essential yet so many

times we see the wrong

codes of lead used in

particular situations or the

individual pieces of lead

sheet installed in too long

a piece. Lead sheet is a

soft and malleable metal

which means it’s an

excellent roofing material because it can be formed and shaped to suit any

detail. However, it is important to follow the basic principles of sizing and

fixings as indicated in the Rolled Lead Sheet Manual to reduce the effects of

fatigue cracking or creep. 

Underlays

When asked what underlay if any is required the answer is quite simple.  If

exterior grade plywood or blockboard is used a building paper to BS1521

Class A should be used. However, if the substrate consists of traditional

boarding with penny air gaps you can use a geotextile fleece as an

alternative.

Flashing Lengths

Lead flashings should always be

installed in 1.5m lengths,

however there are exceptions.

Lead flashings to asphalt,

bituminous felt, or single ply roof

coverings are continuously

bonded along one side therefore

it is essential to limit the lengths

to 1m so that the thermal movement of the lead sheet is not affected when

exposed to long periods of summer sun. Here’s an example of how not to do

it!

Falls

All lead sheet must be laid on a

minimum fall of 1:80 or just over

1 degree. Failure to do this can

result in ponding water which

may find its way into the fabric

of a building.

Clipping

Rolled Lead Sheet is an excellent

material but it is no good using

it unless you fix it properly.

There are so many instances

where we see lead flashings or

other edges of roofing, cladding

and weathering’s missing any

form of restraint to their free

edges. All such edges must be

adequately clipped to prevent

lifting and distortion in high

wind conditions and it is amazing to see how often these are missed out or

not considered at all. Clipping of lead sheet varies considerably in both

material used and the distances that they are set apart – this is covered in

the LSA Manual. Make sure your roof doesn’t end up like the one above. 

Rolled Lead Sheet

Avoiding the Most Common Mistakes

The Lead Sheet Association has been providing technical advice for decades across the construction industry.  Here Darren Tutt,
from the LSA’s Technical Team, highlights some of the most common queries they receive and the solutions they advise.

Laps

A lot of enquiries we get assume that a flashing should lap over a pitched

roof covering by 150mm. This is true for a 30 degree slope but what a lot of

people don’t realise is that the lap length is wholly dependent on pitch

and can vary considerably. We usually end up referring clients to the 75mm

lap diagram that we show in the manual.  Laps can vary between 75mm

for vertical cladding to 395mm on pitched roofs or even more if the

exposure of a particular building is considered severe. It is also worth

noting that the lap should always be taken from the lowest row of fixings

in whatever it is covering.

Damp Proof Courses

Lead DPC’s and trays are designed to prevent moisture that penetrates

brick or stonework finding its way into the building.  Many of the

enquiries we receive relate to mysterious staining appearing.     In nearly

all cases this is caused by failure to treat the lead that is built into the

walls with bituminous black paint on both sides prior to fitting. This

coating prevents free alkali in fresh Portland cement mortar and

sulphuric acid vapours that is contained in the moisture within walls

and chimneys from corroding the lead sheet. 

As well as the LSA’s Manual, there is a lot of technical detail and guidance on the LSA website - in addition to support from the Technical Team.  You

can call the LSA office on 01622 872 432 or visit www.leadsheet.co.uk/technical-information to find out more.

UK Construction Week Line Up
Keeps Growing

Momentum is gathering behind the inaugural week-
long celebration of the British built environment, as a
stream of exhibitors and event partners sign up to UK
Construction Week.  Some of those already registered
include: fenestration systems designer and
manufacturer Senior Architectural Systems; powder
coating manufacturer AkzoNobel Interpon;
compliance, testing and certification provider BM
Trada and many more.  Held at the Birmingham NEC
from 6 – 11 October (with the dedicated trade days
from 6 – 8 October), the event is organised by Media
10, the UK's biggest design and build event company,
and will focus on the construction industry.  With nine
shows taking place under one roof and 55,000 trade
visitors expected to attend, it will be the biggest event
for professionals working in all aspects of residential
and commercial construction planning and design.
Event partners will provide seminar content –
ensuring it is relevant, useful and informative for both
visitors and exhibitors.  Partner organisations already
signed up are: the Chartered Institute of Architectural
Technologists, the Construction Industry Training
Board, the Federation of Master Builders, the Home
Builders Federation, the National Federation of
Builders, the National House Building Council and the
Royal Institute of British Architects. See
www.ukconstructionweek.com or follow @UK_CW on
Twitter.

Jutland Provides Good Value for
Staffordshire

Cembrit’s Jutland fibre cement slate provides
an attractive finish to a new £2 million
crematorium in Staffordshire.   The Lichfield &
District Crematorium is set in 10 acres in
Fradley. The project comprises three single-
storey buildings, including office, waiting area
and chapel. Stepnell Ltd was the building & civil
engineering contractor, while Coventry-based
Pro-Roof was the roofing contractor and
specified Cembrit’s blue/black Jutland slates.
“Cembrit’s Jutland slates are suitable for the
picturesque surroundings of the crematorium”
said the Director of Pro-Roof Coventry. “We were
particularly impressed with how easy the slates
were to install. This allowed us to complete the
job quickly, something which the client was
happy about.  This combined with the slates
being a cost effective option, meant that the
project was an all-round success. We would not
hesitate in working with Cembrit on future
projects.” Jutland slates are lightweight and
feature a smooth surface, square edge and are
pre-holed. They do not need to be graded and
sorted like natural slates. These qualities
combine to make them easy to handle and
install and an ideal solution for a fast-track
construction environment. For further
information on Cembrit visit www.cembrit.co.uk,
or email sales@cembrit.co.uk.

Enquiry 44 Enquiry 52

Easy Quick Guides from Ecotherm
Working out which
insulation product
and thickness you
need for a job can
be a real hassle,
particularly with
the complexity of
B u i l d i n g
Regulations or
S t a n d a r d s .
E c o T h e r m
Insulation is

helping to take the stress out of this process
with its new Flat Roof and Structural Quick
Guides, providing an ‘all in one’ reference point
for merchants, distributors and end users such
as contractors, builders and DIYers. The handy
A5 Flat Roof Quick Guide is available now via
EcoTherm’s new countertop dispensers at
builder’s merchants, with the Structural Quick
Guide set to be launched in March. The guides
can also be downloaded or hard copies
requested from EcoTherm’s website:
www .eco the rm.co .uk/ l i t e r a tu re/qu i ck
guides.aspx. Both booklets are written in plain
English and provide clear information on
EcoTherm’s insulation products, installation
guidelines and an overview of British Building
Regulations with typical thicknesses to meet
them. The Building Regulation guidelines cover
the current insulation performance
requirements for domestic and non-domestic
buildings in England, Wales and Scotland. The
product selector helps identify which of
EcoTherm’s range of rigid polyisocyanurate
(PIR) insulation boards is best suited to a
specific application, with key technical
information and installation instructions. For
more information call 01702 520166, email:
technical@ecotherm.co.uk or visit
www.ecotherm.co.uk/. Enquiry 51
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Commercial Roofing
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It’s a common misconception that the services of an

industrial roofing distributor are only best employed if you

are a large and specialist roof and wall cladding contractor

embarking on a major project. This couldn’t be further from

the truth. Even if you are a small domestic roofing contractor

called upon to supply and install individual industrial

roofing components for a one-off project, utilising the

services of a specialist distributor is most definitely for you.  

We’ve already touched on some of the complexities that

industrial roofing and wall cladding projects can bring in

earlier articles - with multi-sourcing materials and

collaborating deliveries from multi suppliers being just some

of the complexities that can arise. Those roofing contractors

who are more familiar with domestic pitched and flat roofing

projects tend to fall into the trap of self-sourcing all the

components for the structure from a variety of suppliers and

co-ordinating the project themselves.

This can lead to various issues throughout the project such

as shade variations, rooflights, sheets and fillers sourced

from various suppliers not matching exactly, and fixings or

mastic not being suitable for application. Additionally,

manufacturer deadlines may be missed, there may be

multiple delivery vehicles causing problems on site, as well

as site access problems and delivery timeframes. That is

precisely why a good industrial roofing distributor can be a

blessing, even for smaller projects.

One of the other misconceptions held by roofers new to the

industrial sector is that working with a distributor will be

less cost-effective than it actually is. Partnering with a

reputable distributor means you can draw on a wider and

more extensive product range, a mature logistics network,

and impartial and informed technical support. Whatever

challenges and opportunities present themselves during

your project, the distributor should have the breadth of range

and agility of service to deliver what you need, when you

need it. 

Larger distributors have enhanced agreements in place that

allow cost benefits to be passed back to the contractor.

These benefits, combined with the skills and knowledge

outlined, provide contractors large and small with a one-

stop supplier for all their material requirements, less

paperwork and one point of invoice - plus the additional

benefit of being able to manage one credit facility easily.  

Some smaller contractors who lack the experience in dealing

with a distributor also wrongly assume that the addition of a

third party distributor to the equation will only cause more

problems than they are already experiencing in juggling the

complexities of the job. The truth is that a good distributor can be worth its

weight in gold in guiding inexperienced contractors through their early projects

and for adding value to the project, not detracting from it.

Distributors of industrial roofing and cladding products naturally tend to get

involved primarily with small to medium sized contracts, so they understand

the problems and frustrations that can sometimes arise. In such instances, it is

often the case that customers new to the sector are actually likely to obtain a

much better level of service, guidance and support from a distributor than they

ever could expect from a larger manufacturer.

Of course, as with most things in life, occasionally there will be things that

don’t go according to plan. Not all third party distributors are reputable,

experienced or ethical in their approach - and even those that are of course can

be guilty of occasional slip-ups. However, most distributors who trade within

the industrial sector not only excel at sourcing the best and most competitively-

priced products suitable for use on industrial roofing and cladding projects, they

are also experts in providing advice and support.

Thankfully, as the industrial sector is starting to look more positive and activity

is growing, an increasing number of smaller contractors are now utilising the

services on offer from distributors, but we need to dispel these myths once and

for all.

It is perfectly logical to want to manage your own business relationships and

activity. However, a reputable distributor, can provide materials from across the

sector and will do the leg work on your behalf, saving you time and money, and

allowing your workforce to get on with the job at hand. And that’s for the

benefit of everyone.

For further information visit www.sigroofing.co.uk/industrial or contact 0870

264 7766. Alternatively, email industrial@sigroofing.co.uk.

Industrial Roofing - Part 4

Industrial Roofing Distributors - for the
Benefit of Everyone Sam Jones, Category Manager SIG Industrial Roofing

The final part in our series of special articles covering industrial roofing and cladding examines the myth that only
larger contractors can benefit from the services of a specialist distributor.

http://www.sigroofing.co.uk/industrial
mailto:industrial@sigroofing.co.uk
www.ukconstructionweek.com


Apex Angle

In the world of construction – be it designing, building,

project managing, insulating, scaffolding or roofing – working

in unison can mean solutions to potential problems are found

faster. Of course, when we talk about collaboration, we are

not necessarily suggesting you team up with your

competitors! But working alongside similar companies

engaged on the same project, particularly big contracts where

you may struggle to deliver alone, can offer a raft of benefits,

not just for you but for your customer too.

A common goal

Collaboration is about identifying shared goals and investing

combined time and effort into achieving them. It’s also about

sharing benefits and combining expertise, delivering cost

savings – as well as supporting employment opportunities,

cross sector training and helping to address skill gaps.

For your client, responsiveness can be increased through

economies of scale and availability of more resources and

increased capacity and expertise means that more can be

achieved for less. Better decision making and a broader

understanding of the bigger picture of activity can also reduce

waste.

Why we need to work together

For centuries, the building trade has been a hugely

fragmented industry, with lots of different companies coming

together for a particular project and then moving on.

Typically, a client will commission an architectural team, and

then engineers will become involved. Building services

consultants and structural engineers get the call next, before

a separate building or roofing contractor finally arrives to

undertake the actual work.  

Such fragmentation means that it takes a long time for best

practice to filter through and communication failures between

contractors and procurement teams compromise jobs.

Break down the barriers

New technology and ways of working are helping to break

down barriers between the different players in the

construction process. Integrated Project Delivery (IPD), which

advocates the collective harnessing of all project participants'

talents and insights, is one approach that many in the industry think can

make the process more collaborative.

It makes projects much quicker, smoother and cheaper but is currently only

being used properly on the largest projects.

Challenges of collaborative working

It would be wrong to pretend collaboration was always plain sailing. It can

also bring enormous challenges and these shouldn’t be ignored.

1. Sometimes not everyone is starting from the same place.

Disagreements are not the best way to find a strategy forward.

You need to know that you have the same drive and ambition or your

partnership will fail. Before you agree to work together, thrash out what it is

you hope to achieve and your plans for achieving it.

2. Decision making can become more complex.

This is usually the case in partnerships where clear communication and a

coherent discussion are absent. Make sure the person you work with is happy

– and available – to talk through any of your concerns.

3. Savings can take time to materialise.

Delays can be frustrating but remember that if you persevere with the

partnership, you will start to reap the rewards.

Why we collaborate

At Apex Roofing we work together with our sister organisation Apex

Scaffolding on a regular basis. 

We have very defined roles, actions, processes and responsibilities in the

projects we undertake but find that collaborative decision making helps the

project work smoothly and on time.

We run parallel research on risk management and we share staff which

creates a skilled and motivated team, all of which are chosen on the basis of

‘best for the job’. And we identify and align aims and objectives at a ‘best for

project’ decision making meeting ahead of the work. By doing so we create a

culture of engagement and innovative thinking.

How you can do it too

If you are considering taking a collaborative approach to your next project,

consider the following:

1 Awareness – become part of a working entity with a shared purpose

2 Motivation – create consensus in problem solving or development

3 Self-synchronisation – decide when things need to happen

4 Participation – where everyone gets stuck in 

5 Mediation – negotiate and find a common ground

6 Reciprocity – share and expect sharing in return 

7 Reflection – consider alternatives and adapt accordingly as a project 

progresses

8 Engagement – proactively engage with each other rather than await 

instructions.

www.apexroofinguk.co.uk or join in the discussion on Twitter @apexanglia

As the old adage goes: ‘two heads are better than one’. But is it possible to work together in the roofing sector?
Industry expert Jackie Biswell looks at the pros and cons of collaboration.

The Apex Angle....
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IKO Shortlisted for UK
Roofing Awards

IKO PLC is a finalist at the UK
Roofing Awards 2015, run by the
National Federation of Roofing
Contractors (NFRC).  IKO has been
shortlisted in the Liquid Roofing &
Waterproofing Category with
contractor Tower Asphalt Ltd for
‘Cotlandswick’, a series of 1960s
three-storey housing blocks.  IKO’s
products have also been used in two
projects shortlisted in the
Reinforced Bitumen Category.
Contractor M&J Group is a double
finalist for the ‘Neo-Natal Unit at
Hammersmith Hospital’, and
‘Building 5 – Culham Science
Centre’. Both awards submissions
were in conjunction with IKO. The
award ceremony will take place on
15th May in London. 
For more information on IKO’s
leading range of roofing and
waterproofing products call 0844
412 7228, visit www.ikogroup.co.uk
or follow @ikoplc on Twitter.
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New Look for Dartford College

In order to restore character to the structure, a
cottage in Dartford, Kent has undergone a roofing
makeover, with 4,000 of SSQ’s standard grade
Domiz roofing slate tiles replacing the old roof.
The previous bevel shaped roof slates on the
cottage were over shaped and had lost adequate
headlap, which led to the roof leaking. The
owners wanted to restore the character to the
170-year-old building by replacing the old slates.
They also wanted a cost effective solution that
wouldn’t compromise on quality, as such, SSQ’s
standard grade Domiz slates were selected.
Paschal Fennelly of Roberts Roofing said: “SSQ’s
standard grade Domiz slate worked perfectly as a
match for the original slates. The slates were cut
to a specific design, with some being hexagonal
and the others being square. Nailing the different
shaped slates alongside each other allows for an
interesting and detailed design. Importantly for
the owners, SSQ’s Domiz slate also came in on
budget too which goes to show that aesthetic
beauty can be achieved on a budget of any size.”
SSQ Domiz with its natural rich, blue-grey colour
will not fade, regardless of the grade selected.
Tested to EN 12326, Domiz slate is guaranteed
for 50 years. To find out more about SSQ Slate
and Domiz slate visit www.ssqgroup.com.

Repoma Repels the Worst of the North
West’s Weather

Scenic NW England is well known for its heavy annual
rainfall and unpredictable weather patterns.  As
specialist roofing contractor, Hardisty CRN, can
attest, it is not just football fans and walkers who get
caught out by the elements: their team does too!
Management plan projects meticulously, employing
systems which mitigate the risks of sudden
downpours. One such project was Offerton High
School in Stockport where the series of flat roofs atop
its 1960s structures look out across a forbidding
moorland landscape. Hardisty were chosen based on
the company’s reputation and standing as a Tremco
approved installer. Tremco’s Rapid Cure Roofing
System CR360/CP930 was chosen for the job due to
its very rapid drying time and certainty of application.
Where other products have failed over the years due to
drying dull if exposed to moisture while curing or
leaks, Tremco’s ETAG approved Rapid Cure Roofing
System was the perfect solution for Offteron High
School. Not only does the Tremco Repoma Rapid Cure
Roofing System CR360/CP930 offer rapid curing and
excellent flexibility, the products can now be specified
as BIM-compliant objects for use with Revitt software.
Tremco illbruck also offers comprehensive technical
back up and on-site support. Visit www.tremco-
illbruck.co.uk.
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Sika Sarnafil Chosen for
Walkie Talkie’s Curved

Walkways

At a dizzying 160m (525ft) tall, London’s
distinctive Walkie Talkie building required an
exceptional roofing solution. Fenland Roofing
and Sika Sarnafil single ply were up to the
challenge.   Designed by architect Rafael
Viñoly and costing over £200 million, 20
Fenchurch Street is a 34-storey commercial
skyscraper in London, known as the ‘Walkie
Talkie’ building due to its top-heavy form.
Awarded the project in February 2014,
Cambridge-based contractor Fenland Flat
Roofing provided a lightweight walkable roof
area for access walkways and the perimeter
edges of the glazed roof.  The roofing product
had to be carefully selected as it needed to
curve in two directions due to the unique
design of the building.  Sarnafil G410-12EL
single ply provided the perfect solution, thanks
to its excellent flexibility and weldabilty, while
offering outstanding resistance to weathering,
including permanent UV irradiation. This was
installed in Lead Grey to the BMU Track and
covered with SarnaTred walkway tiles,
allowing durable and slip resistant access for
maintenance workers – a vital safety
consideration. Secondly, a flexible high
performance waterproofing membrane was
needed to match the steelwork structure
colour. Again, Sarnafil had the product to suit
the application, Sarnafil G410-15EL Traffic
White. 
For more information call 01707 394444,
email sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com or visit
www.sarnafil.co.uk.
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AFI Resale Reaches 3,000th Machine Sale Landmark
AFI Resale – the AFI group’s new and used machine sales operation –
recently achieved a milestone by selling its 3,000th powered access
machine. The 2005 JLG 800AJ boom lift was sold to Moran Roofing
based in Farnham, Surrey. The boom lift is fitted with a SkyGuard
secondary guarding system and SmartZone, which controls and
monitors the use of the machine. Moran Roofing Managing Director
Darryl Moran said: “After regularly hiring powered access machines we
decided it would make good business sense to purchase our own MEWP.
AFI Resale was very helpful and let us try the JLG 800AJ and a smaller
Genie boom lift so we could compare.” “We opted for the JLG boom lift
and, as the health and safety of our staff is paramount, we felt that the
SkyGuard secondary guarding system was well worth it,” he added.
“After AFI Resale also explained the benefits of SmartZone we decided to
purchase that as well. Having it fitted to the boom lift gives us the
reassurance that the machine is secure and cannot be used by an
unauthorised person. It also gives us information about the machine’s
location and we receive a detailed weekly report which tracks usage of
the machine.”

CrysticROOF Specified for London King’s Cross 
The two flat roofs on either side of the central clock
tower of the Southern Colonnade entrance at King’s
Cross Station in London were refurbished due to
extensive sagging and leakage problems. Network
Rail wanted a new flat roof which would last for at
least 20 years.  They specified Scott Bader’s
CrysticROOF® BBA Premier, a seamless, cold
applied, liquid resin GRP roofing system. The new
Southern Colonnade GRP flat roof at King’s Cross
is guaranteed for 25 years by Scott Bader, since it
was installed by fully certified, approved
CrysticROOF installer.   As part of the rigorous specification and product approval process a
representative from Network Rail’s Asset Maintaining Department visited Scott Bader’s UK plant in
Northamptonshire, where the CrysticROOF unsaturated polyester resin and topcoat GRP raw
materials are manufactured to ISO 9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS 18001 standards and procedures.
Providing long term UV resistance and weathering performance, CrysticROOF ‘BBA Premier’ is only
available from a fully trained and accredited installer, and comes with a 25 year materials guarantee
and has also been accepted by the NHBC. For further information go to www.crysticroof.com., or
www.scottbader.com. Enquiry 41

Pasquill Announces New
Management Structure

2014 saw Pasquill, the UK’s largest supplier of
roof trusses, make a six figure investment in its
operations. The company’s investment plans
will continue into 2015 with financing
earmarked for staff training, equipment and
infrastructure.  Building on a strong business
platform to deliver profitable and sustainable
growth, Pasquill has also put in place a new
management structure, which sees Ross
Baxter taking over as General Manager. Ross,
formerly Sales and Marketing Director, has
helped to steer Pasquill through the recession
alongside former MD, Stuart McKill. Stuart has
now taken up a role in Scotland at Saint
Gobain Building Distribution. The new Pasquill
management structure sees Chris Powell
promoted to Regional Sales Manager South.
Chris has 12 years’ technical and sales
experience in the timber industry and has been
largely responsible for the successful growth of
Pasquill’s Bury St Edmunds and Redhill design
offices. Chris joins Russell Thomson, Pasquill’s
Regional Sales Manager Scotland and Richard
Ruse, the company’s Regional Sales Manager
North in managing local design teams. Gary
Young continues as National Merchant
Account Manager; Andy Platt as Sales Director
continues to lead the company’s national
team, supported by Julian Elsbury, National
Account Manager.

Avonsides’ Quality Hat-Trick 
Avonside Group Services, one of Britain’s
largest building envelope contractors, is
proud to announce that it has achieved
certification to ISO 9001:2008, ISO
14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007.
The route to this success began last
year, with an initial consultation with
ISOQAR, a UKAS-accredited certification
company specialising in the certification
of businesses to quality, environmental
and health and safety international
standards. Avonside subsequently
developed a strategy to standardise and

document processes, train employees and implement the three management systems across the
branch network with a target of achieving Group-wide certification within one year.  From the first
milestone of Avonside's stage one external auditing in March 2014 to progress benchmarking and
final external auditing, the process was completed in October 2014 at Avonside's HQ in Heywood.
Avonside Group Services was certified to ISO 9001:2008 - Quality Management, ISO 14001:2004 -
Environmental Management and OHSAS 18001:2007 - Health & Safety Management, across the
Group. Anyone requiring information about the range of building envelope expertise available from
Avonside Group Services should visit www.avonsidegroupservices.co.uk, email
info@avonsidegroup.co.uk or telephone 0800 731 5982.

Roof Drainage Brochure
Dallmer, a world leading specialist in the drainage of water from within and
around buildings, has produced an A4, four colour, 36 page brochure,
which illustrates its ranges of Roof, Yard and Park drains. The brochure
covers its ranges of Roof drains for gravity and Overflow drainage,
Renovation roof drains, Super Drains for syphonic and Overflow drainage,
Balcony and Terrace drainage, and Rainwater hoppers. There is a section
on Fire collars for various decks. There are two pages devoted to the
ranges of Flow Rates.  Dallmer is in its hundred and second year owned by
three generations of the Dallmer family, whose current members still lead
and work daily in the Company. The UK distribution of Dallmer products
is based in Lavenham and comes under the jurisdiction of Mr. John Purser
who is also instrumental in the export business outside Europe such as the
Far East, Middle East and America. For further information please contact
John Purser on 01787 248244, email info@dallmer.com   or visit
www.dallmer.com.

Protecting London Underground
Assets Long-Term: Gutterline

Thousands of metres of gutters across London

Underground’s property portfolio are quite
literally being given a new lease of life, in a
long-term asset management programme
involving the installation of Plygene Gutterline
gutterlining. Undertaken by Lanes Rail, part of
the Lanes Group, the cost-effective initiative is
adding at least 25 years to the life of London
Underground’s gutters, through the installation
of the gutterlining that became the first on the
market when launched by gutter maintenance
expert, HD Sharman, over 30 years ago. Lanes
began the gutterlining programme in the
summer of 2013, and during its first 18
months, over 2,000m of Plygene Gutterline
was installed across five train maintenance
depots. The original gutters had been created
in the 1930s and 40s, and were at or beyond
their life expectancy, with most beginning to
leak.  London Underground has described the
project to date as “a great success and has
now contracted Lanes to employ a full-time
team to roll-out the programme across its
properties, as part of a long-term strategic plan
for asset management. Plygene Gutterline is
the only product of its type to be approved by
the British Board of Agrement (BBA) and
carries an industry-leading 25 year guarantee.  
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New Home for British Construction:
UK Construction Week

Flying the flag for British construction, Media
10, the UK's biggest design and build event
company, has launched UK Construction Week
– which is shaping up to be the strongest trade
event the building and construction industry
has ever seen. Held at the Birmingham NEC
from 6 – 11 October, the event will bring
together nine shows, 1,000 exhibitors and
more than 50,000 visitors under one roof.  Free
to attend, it will be the biggest event for
professionals working in all aspects of
residential and commercial construction
planning and design. Building on the
recognition of Media 10’s hugely successful
Grand Designs Live, UK Construction Week will
also feature the newly acquired Timber Expo
and the Build Show, as well as the Surface and
Materials Show, Kitchens & Bathroom Live,
Plant & Machinery Live, Energy 2015, HVAC
2015 and Smart Buildings 2015.   Providing a
wealth of sector-specific information, the
clearly marked zones will make it easy for
visitors to navigate.  These dedicated events for
each key industry sector will provide an
unrivalled opportunity for the construction
industry to unite as never before, providing a
platform to debate the latest developments and
the major issues facing construction in 2015
and beyond.Visit www.ukconstructionweek.com
or follow @UK_CW on Twitter.

Metsec Design Service Boosts Hitachi Rail
Light gauge structural steel specialist,
Metsec is supplying a heavy end bay purlin
system and side rails for the roof and wall
construction of Hitachi Rail Europe’s first UK
rail vehicle manufacturing facility at
Merchant Park in Newton Aycliffe, County
Durham, to support its curved canopy-style
roof, ductwork and photovoltaic modules.

Designed by Ryder Architecture to attain BREEAM Excellent, principal contractor, Shepherd
appointed Finley Structures Ltd. to construct the steelwork for the facility. Finley Structures’ Jim
Graham said: “I have worked with Metsec for some 30 years now because I value their service.
Technical support is available through their sales staff and design office, and where cold-rolled
elements were involved for this new manufacturing plant, Metsec’s design software has helped us
to deliver to the main contractor a cost-efficient, maximum performance structural solution.”
Metsec’s Sales Director for purlins, Kevin Jones said: “The greatest recognition is when the design
consultants choose to specify our sections for high-profile projects like this Hitachi rail vehicle
manufacturing facility, where our combined technical capability has delivered a first-class result for
the contractor.” For more information on Metsec purlins, visit www.metsec.com/purlins and follow
@MetsecUK on Twitter. 

New National Technical
Specification Manager for Jet Cox

Jet Cox has appointed

Eddy Haslam as

National Technical &

Sales Manager to

assist Architects,

Developers, Design

Consultants and

Roofing Contractors

with the design and

specification of the

extensive range of Jet

Cox large area

polycarbonate and

glass roof light solutions. Eddy has been in the

industry for over 30 years, having started his

career with Coxdome in the late 1980’s, and

brings a wealth of experience to the role. Martin

Revie, the General Manager of Jet Cox, believes

that Eddy’s appointment to the expanding

Coxdome sales force will assist with its

continued expansion into key sectors.

For further information 0121 530 4230   email

mrevie@jet-cox.co.uk or visit www.jet-cox.co.uk. 

New PV Mounting System for British Roofs Reduces Costs
Mounting systems manufacturer Renusol has
developed the VS+, a cost-efficient solution for
securing solar modules to roofs. The system has
been designed especially for British roofs. The
new mounting solution comprises a stable and
cost efficient rail and the innovative VS+ roof
hooks. The VS+ series requires considerably fewer
roof hooks, to mount solar installations, than
previous systems using Renusol’s stainless steel
roof hooks. Not only, the way in which VS+ has
been tailored to fit perfectly with the roof tiles and
substructures, it also simplifies the mounting
process and saves the installer yet more time.

The UK Roof Hook Flexible can be used with the majority of pitched roofs and types of tile found in
Great Britain, making it easier to plan PV projects. The UK Roof Hook Plain has been designed for
use with plain tiles and natural slates, while the UK Roof Hook Pantile is intended for use with single
and double Roman tiles, as well as modern interlocking tiles. Additional costs are saved by the new
Renusol mounting rail. For further information call + 44 7786 542 238, email
jason.mccabe@renusol.com or visit www.renusol.com/en/.
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Staples Protects its Property
Portfolio with Seamsil

As part of the well known office supplier’s on-
going long term maintenance programme, UK
Staples retail outlets have had their metal roofs
refurbished with Seamsil – the UKʼs leading Cut
Edge Corrosion treatment. With minimal
disruption, Staples busy Norwich store has
become the company’s seventeenth property to
date, to benefit from the patented, silicone
external repair treatment that is guaranteed to
extend a roof’s life for many years.  It’s over 20
years since Delvemade invented its patented
silicone external repair system, for cut edge
corrosion on profiled plastisol/PVDF coated
steel roof sheeting. Delvemade devised an
effective and long-term solution to cut edge
corrosion which can be caused by a
combination of poor installation techniques and
on-site cutting plus attack from acid rain and
pollutants. This results in corrosion of the
profiled steel roof sheets. If not treated quickly
and effectively, the damage could lead to the
need for partial or complete roof replacement.
Today, Delvemade Protective Coatings
Programme, is widely recognised as the most
effective sustainable solution extending the life
of roofs treated and retaining property values.
Approved contractor Elite Roofing, is treating
the UK Staples properties.
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Train Station Showcases New
Sika Liquid Plastics Roof

In a standout project by leading national
roofing company Briggs Amasco, as part of
refurbishment works at West Kirby Railway
Station, the main platform now includes
900sq m of Sika Liquid Plastics roofing
system. West Kirby Station’s 1930s train
canopy, with its concrete/timber deck and
skylights, had started to leak due to its age
and a refurbishment of the roof was deemed
well overdue. Chrysotile asbestos was
discovered in the roof so highly experienced
asbestos removalist, Howard Stott Demolition,
was employed to deal with the issue. Following
this delay, Briggs Amasco installed 900sq m
of Sika Liquid Plastics roofing system,
including a Decothane Delta 25 Liquid
Plastics product with 120mm thick
Decotherm insulation and Decothane base
and top coats. These materials were chosen
for their long life span and environmental
credentials. The train station was kept open so
acoustic mats and polythene were used to
minimise dust and noise to a minimum.
Working in harnesses, during possessions and
during the night in cold temperatures, the job
included complex detailing, installation of new
full barrel vault roof lights and a Latchways
ManSave system. 

BS5534 Compliance for Roofshield

In 2015 the latest version of the BS5534 Code
of Practice for Slating and Tiling is one of the
hottest topics in the construction industry. After
several years of discussion, this new document
introduces significant changes to the design,
specification and installation of roofcoverings
and underlays. The A. Proctor Group
contributed to the development of this standard
and as such has fully compliant specifications
available immediately. Based on fully
independent third party testing, Roofshield can
continue to be used across the UK, with few, if
any, special measures required. This, in
addition to no requirement for high level
ventilation or the use of a vapour control layer,
ensures Roofshield remains the simplest and
most cost effective method of achieving
regulation compliance. By continually improving
our product ranges to reflect the changing
criteria and scope of these standards, the A.
Proctor Group aim to make these transitions as
painless as possible for our customers. For
further information on Roofshield, and the
implications of the new BS5534, please visit
www.proctorgroup.com.

Dickies Work Trousers
Dickies trousers are
known world wide for
durability and style.
From cargo
trousers to combat
trousers the range
of work trousers
available is vast
and varied. Dickies
have been making
men's work
trousers for over 90
years and know how
to manufacture the
best. Employing the
l a t e s t
developments in
fabric technology
and manufacturing
t e c h n i q u e s ,
Dickies’ high
p e r f o r m a n c e
workwear is suited
for even the
harshest working
env i r onmen ts .
New trousers for
2015 include; the

Stanmore workwear jean, which has an
ergonomic, fit with multi pockets to ensure
that the tradesperson has style, practicality
and comfort. The Eisenhower premium
trouser is the must have work trouser for 2015
with a mix of the premium fabrics, rip stop
and cordura, for increased durability and the
clever design of pocket details (zip off holster
pockets). The fit has been ergonomically
designed to be able to move and provide
maximum comfort. For more details on
Dickies workwear visit
www.dickiesworkwear.com.

Making History

A homeowner in Cambridge selected the
Redland Rosemary Clay Craftsman roof tile
due to its heritage look on a complete re-
roofing job done on conservation area house.
Cambridge is a town of quintessential English
charm, famous for its top university and
scholars from all over the world.  As they are in
a conservation area Latham Road and Chaucer
Road, the oldest streets in Cambridge, any
external work carried out on the buildings in
these streets must fit in with the traditional
aesthetic. Craftsman tiles have the rustic
appearance of an old tile teamed with the
strength and durability of a new tile, offering
the best of both worlds to history conscious
homeowners who want to maintain an
authentically dated appearance for their
property. Speaking about the project, Kieran
McGinty, owner of K McGinty Roofing said “The
property on Latham Road is well over a
hundred years old. I suggested the Craftsman
due to its rustic quality which I felt suited the
essential characteristics of the area. I showed
a sample of the tile to the homeowner and he
said yes straight away.” The full range of
Redland products can be viewed at
www.redland.co.uk.  

Bilco Roof Mounted Walkway
Aids Safety Up on the Roof

The new Bilco Roof Mounted Walkway aids the
safe crossing of a flat roof by personnel who
need to gain access, either for inspection or
maintenance of the roof itself, or to install or
provide ongoing maintenance to building
services plant or telecoms equipment.  The
new Bilco Roof Mounted Walkway, is designed
and manufactured in accordance with the
recommendations of BS5395: Part 3, Code of
practice for the design of industrial type
stairs, permanent ladders and walkways.  This
new walkway is available with a variety of
fixing options, including pedestal fixing,
penetrative fixing, raised seam, or free
standing.  This gives maximum flexibility in
their use. The Bilco Roof Mounted Walkway is
designed to individual customers’
specifications and can also be supplied with
handrails and kick boards if required.  The
Bilco Roof Mounted Walkway is manufactured
from mill finished aluminium with non-slip
GRP panels, and can be used in conjunction
with Bilco’s new range of Step Over Stairs,
which provide a safe passage over obstacles
such as ductwork from ventilation systems. By
using set walkways and step over stairs,
personnel are able to traverse the roof
securely, avoiding potential trip hazards For
further details of all Bilco roof access and
horizontal access products visit
www.bilcouk.com.

Frozen Specifiers left Glowing
after Dow XENERGY SL Launch

Following a successful pilot in 2014, Dow
Building Solutions (UK & Ireland) has marked
the commercial roll-out of XENERGY™ SL with
an event for over 70 leading architects,
specifiers and roofing contractors at the
Icebar, London. Manufactured in the UK, this
inverted roof insulation improves LAMBDA
performance by up to 11%. XENERGY™ SL
has been formulated with the addition of infra-
red blockers - or particles - which are finely
dispersed and incorporated into the extruded
cell walls. The particles scatter and reflect
heat radiation, resulting in reduced heat
transfer during winter to keep a building
warm, as well as in summer to keep it cool.
The product will fully replace Dow’s
STYROFOAM ROOFMATE SL-A product during
2015. Notable speakers and guests at the
event included Dusty Gedge, a recognised
authority on green roofs, and representatives
of DECC, the Construction Products
Association and the Association for the
Conservation of Energy. Dow Building
Solutions' Commercial Director, Chris Gimson,
said: “Following significant additional capital
investment by Dow in the UK, XENERGY™  SL
is now being produced at our Kings Lynn
production site – with domestic UK
manufacture further increasing its appeal to
environmentally conscious specifiers.” For
more details on stockists of XENERGY™ SL
visit www.styrofoam.co.uk.
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New Liquid Waterproofing System ‘FIX-R’s’ the Job
Selected for its universal fix across all applications, FIX-R
Liquid Waterproofing from SIG Roofing came to the rescue of
Lancashire-based roofing contractors, Young & Co., when faced
with inclement weather on a housing project in Manchester.
Contracted to refurbish the flat roofs of housing stock managed
by Northwards Housing that manages 13,000 Manchester City
Council homes, Young & Co. elected to use FIX-R Liquid
Waterproofing as a universal quick-fix waterproofing remedy for
the project’s various substrate canopies and bays. Northwards
Housing’s Mark Watson explains: “SIG Roofing recommended

the FIX-R liquid plastic over-coating system to me at design stage and one of the factors which
appealed to me was its ability to be applied during most weather conditions – as well as its cost-
effectiveness.” Mark Hilton, Contract Manager at Young & Co. continues: “Little did we know that
as well as its ability to be applied in all weathers, we were also to be mightily impressed with its
speed of application and its effectiveness on small and large areas with all trims pre-manufactured.”
He added: “Despite inclement weather, FIX-R Liquid Waterproofing enabled us to recommence our
work as soon as the bad weather passed without the need to recoat.” For further information visit
www.fix-r.co.uk or ring 01480 466 777. 

Builders Increase Margins
with the Aurora Roof Window

A year after the

successful launch of

the Aurora Roof

Window in the UK by

leading supplier LB

Roof Windows, the

company has reported

a large surge in

demand, with sales up

by almost a quarter in

the past six months.

With no signs of

slowing down, the supplier has taken on

additional storage space to accommodate the

continued growth. LB Roof Windows sales

director, Adrian Cooper, explains: “As the

benefits of the Aurora Roof Window are

becoming widespread, more and more

builders are realising the potential this

product could open for their business.

Delivering very similar benefits to the more

well-known brands, the Aurora Roof Window

is much more competitively priced, allowing

our clients to significantly increase margins

while keeping the end-consumer happy.” The

Aurora Roof Window, like Velux and Dakea, is

manufactured by the internationally-

renowned VKR Group, and delivers the same

high-quality. LB Roof Windows is a nationwide

supplier of all three brands and the only

company in the UK to offer the competitively

priced Aurora Roof Windows. The company

also supplies skylights, flashings, blinds and

associated accessories. LB Roof Windows is

also a leading supplier of Coxdome flat roof

domes. Call 01623 624500 or visit

www.lbroofwindows.co.uk.

New IKO Breather Membranes make Meeting BS 5534 Easy 
IKO PLC is launching a range of breathable
membranes for pitched roofs to meet BS
5534:2014, the new wind-uplift standard.  IKO’s
Rubershield ECO, ECO EXTRA, PRO and PRO
EXTRA membranes are being launched in February
before the new legislation is enforced. The BBA
Approved range offers options suitable for every
wind zone using a 345mm or 250mm (or under)
batten gauge. The wind-zone classification is
printed on the underlay wrapping, clearly showing
which zone each option is suitable for, and the
maximum recommended batten spacings. “IKO
Rubershield is a well-established and trusted
brand,” adds Paul Owen, Commercial Director of
IKO’s Distribution Division. “We’re leading the way

by launching a range that meets the standard now, and making it easy for roofing contractors to
meet the standard.” The IKO technical team is also advising contractors with queries on BS 5534. 
Call 0844 412 7228 or visit www.ikogroup.co.uk for more information.

Sika’s Dedicated Team for
Major Construction Projects

In order to offer architects, engineers,
contractors and other specifiers dedicated
support for large scale construction projects
both in the UK and internationally, Sika Limited
has launched a Major Projects Team. Sika
Limited offers one of the industry’s widest
product ranges for waterproofing, roofing,
flooring and the protection of many other areas
of the building envelope and the aim of the
Major Projects Team is to enable customers to
deal with a single source supplier and a single
point of contact on significant construction
projects, thus saving time and simplifying the
entire process. Major Projects Support
Manager Ivo Schaedler said: “With this
dedicated resource and the full range of
solutions for construction, we offer unbiased
advice and recommendations based on the
most appropriate technical and commercially
viable solutions for major projects.” Sika’s
Major Projects Team is already adding value to
many sectors including retail, rail, education,
health and pharmaceutical, sports stadia,
transport, urban developments and hotel and
leisure. For further information or to arrange a
meeting with one of the team please contact:
Naomi Gornall or Jennifer Baines on: 01772
255681 or visit:
www.sika.co.uk/majorprojects.

Dewalt Launches Innovative Anchor Systems
DEWALT now offers a complete solution for the construction
professional, from power tools to fixings, with the launch of its new
range of mechanical and adhesive anchors and direct fasteners.
Suitable for most concrete and steel construction applications,
products in the range carry recognised approvals, such as ETA
(European Technical Approval), CE marking, fire resistance, ICC
(International Code Council) and seismic loading for complete user
confidence. These latest additions to the DEWALT range deliver a
market-beating, ‘guaranteed tough’ solution. From robust, easy to
use tools and accessories for roofing contractors, to heavy duty
anchors, with industry leading approvals for the most demanding
civil engineering projects, DEWALT now has all the products to get
the job completed. DEWALT anchors and direct fasteners are
available through DEWALT stockists and are supported by DEWALT
directly for technical specification and advice for architects and
design engineers. For more information about the new Anchors and
Fastening Systems from DEWALT, including exclusive merchandising offers, please e-mail:
fixings@DEWALT.com or visit the website: www.dewalt.co.uk/fastenings/.

Freefoam Scheduling Service Delivers Results
Freefoam Building Products report that its scheduling service is
achieving real results for Freefoam customers.   Over the last 12
months the service has generated significant business with an
impressive 62% of schedules resulting in orders.  2014 saw a
new member of staff joining the team, Tish Redmond. Tish
manages the whole process providing an accurate product
specification and quantity breakdown from drawings for all
elements of the roofline product range including fascia, soffit,
rainwater and cladding materials with a quick 10 day turn
round. General Building Plastics, with branches throughout the

Midlands, use the service regularly.  Alan Sutherland, MD, explained “We’ve submitted plans from
various contractors and been very pleased with the results, winning 70% of schedules. We get a
quick turn round with a full breakdown emailed back to us with all the components itemised.
Accurate specification means that our customers can be confident they are ordering exactly what
they need, eliminating wastage and saving money.  We are a growing business so the service saves
us time and is helping to secure valuable new business.” contact:
New-Build Manager Chris Fenney chris.fenney@freefoam.com 07880 712774
New Build Manager Simon Parrott simon.parrott@freefoam.com 07787 520071
New-Build Co-ordinator Tish Redmond tish.redmond@freefoam.com 01604 683862
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Freefoam Launch Chartwell Green Window Trims
Freefoam, a leading manufacturer of a
wide range of innovative products for
the building industry in UK, Ireland
and Mainland Europe, announce the
launch of another new colour to its
foiled range, Chartwell Green.  Due to
the increasing popularity of colour
window frames, conservatories and
orangeries Freefoam has introduced
window trims and accessories in this
attractive ‘heritage’ style colour.
Manufactured to last, it uses market-leading Renolit Exofol MX foil that
features built in UV protection to reduce heat absorption, temperature
and expansion. The new colour is available in 40mm, 65mm and 90mm
architrave, 15mm and 19mm quadrant window trims and cloaking fillet
offering suppliers and installers the products to capitalise on
opportunities in a growing market. These additions to its range further
underlines Freefoam’s position as the colour specialist. In addition to
foiled products Freefoam manufacture an industry leading range of co-
extruded fascia, soffit and trims in ten colours using its patented
ColormaxTM technology.  Featuring built in colourfastness, colour
variety, and reliable colour matching, all with a ten year guarantee, the
range offers choice to architects, specifiers, property developers and
homeowners.  For further information call +44(0)1604 591110 or email
sales@freefoam.com  or visit www.freefoam.com.

Enquiry 16

Military Precision Thanks to SSQ

SSQ is providing more than 150,000 of its Del Carmen Ultra slates for
use in the refurbishment of the roof at the Royal Military Academy,
Surrey.  The overall contract, which is worth an estimated £1.5 million,
is set to be completed by 2017 with the first slates due to be installed
early 2015.  Chosen to help update the look of the building without
compromising its traditional aesthetic, SSQ’s Del Carmen Ultra slates
will provide a first class feel and come complete with a 100-year
guarantee, to help provide added peace of mind.  Haroun El-Helw, Head
of Marketing at SSQ Slate said: “We’re delighted to be involved in such
a prestigious project and are confident that the slates will not only look
great but will also meet the durability requirements laid out at the
specification stage.”  To find out more about SSQ Slate and Del Carmen
Ultra visit www.ssqgroup.com. Enquiry 15

Saint-Gobain PAM UK Launches New Steel
Rainwater System

Saint-Gobain PAM UK, part of
international materials company
Saint-Gobain, has added a high
quality steel system, called
Cyclone, to its range of rainwater
and gutter products. Ideal for
traditional and modern buildings in
both new build and refurbishment
applications, the new, lightweight
Cyclone range offers a cost-

effective alternative to plastic gutters, with the strength and longevity of
a steel system. With no risk of shrinking, leaking or colour fading over its
guaranteed life, the steel system is easy to install with no specialist tools
or skills required. In addition, very little maintenance is needed, only the
general industry recommended twice yearly cleaning of any debris
collected in the gutter, and washing down with warm soapy water. Steel
rainwater systems are the material of choice for Scandinavian markets
and as such are robust enough for use in extreme weather conditions
and temperature ranges.  The Cyclone range is coated with a high build
polyester paint, which ensure resistance to corrosion. The range is
available in a choice of UV protected black, silver metallic and white
colours. The gutter profile is half round in sizes 100, 125 and 150mm
with a deeper flow capability. Rainwater downpipes and fittings are
available in 75, 87 and 100mm diameters. For more information visit
www.saint-gobain-pam.co.uk. Enquiry 20

Next Generation Insulation Manufacture
Commences

Following a successful pilot launch during 2014,
Dow Building Solutions has announced the
commercial roll-out of XENERGYTM, a brand
new, flame retarded, XPS roof insulation
product. In a departure from the blue
STYROFOAMTM boards that the company is
widely known for, the XENERGYTM boards
manufactured by Dow Building Solutions' King's
Lynn production site will be steel grey in colour.
Dow, the inventor of STYROFOAMTM has
developed XENERGYTM to achieve a significantly
improved LAMBDA insulation performance and
to deliver a Global Warming Potential (GWP) of

less than five. Through combining a manufacturing process which uses
CO2 as the blowing agent and adding infra-red blocking particles to
scatter and reflect heat radiation within the foam board, LAMDA values
have been increased by 11%. Dow Building Solutions has decades of
history in the construction industry, which began with the launch of
STYROFOAM™ extruded polystyrene insulation in the 1940s, and there
have been a number of key innovations since then. STYROFOAM™-A
products were the first XPS to be made in the UK with CO2 as the blowing
agent. XENERGY™ SL, the first XENERGY product available in the UK, is
designed to offer highly moisture-resistant flat roof insulation at thinner
thicknesses than conventional XPS alternatives. For more details on
stockists visit www.styrofoam.co.uk. Enquiry 18

Prater Sets Up New Office in South West
Prater has opened a
new office in
C h e p s t o w
Monmouthsh i re .
The move will
continue to
strengthen Prater’s
offering in the South
West region and
further enhance its
position as the
leading UK envelope
contractor. The
existing offices in
Newport and Bristol
have amalgamated
to create a larger regional hub offering estimating, design, procurement
and operational expertise all under one roof. This will ensure that Prater
is well positioned to provide the sustainable delivery our repeat business
clients expect. “The new Chepstow office will enhance our capabilities in
the South West and Wales regions,” commented Mark Porton, Bid
Manager at Prater. “By having all of our technical, operational and
procurement teams collaborating in one location, it will help us to
streamline processes which will not only benefit us, but our clients as
well.” For more information about Prater’s vast project portfolio visit:
www.prater.co.uk. Enquiry 22

Cembrit Upgrades South Wales Depot 
Leading manufacturer of fibre
cement roofing and cladding
products, Cembrit has expanded
and fully upgraded facilities at its
Llandow depot, located in the Vale
of Glamorgan, South Wales. The
improvements made to the depot
include an extension of its
stockholding, a revamped
reception area and an increased
staff presence. The depot’s

reception has been re-designed in order to display a wide variety of
Cembrit’s products and show them to their best advantage. The
refurbishments include new slate display rigs, examples of Cembrit’s
extensive corrugated sheet colour range and attractive graphics
demonstrating the company’s comprehensive range of accessories and
supporting accreditations. Further improvements have seen the depot’s
warehousing undercover being extended to provide greater stockholding
capacity to serve burgeoning demand for coloured corrugated sheet.
Thanks to the extension, the depot now holds the largest roofing stock in
the area. A fleet of specialist delivery vehicles including smart, liveried
lorries offers flexible delivery. “The upgrade of the Llandow depot has
been an important investment for us,” comments Depot Manager, Rob
Wallace. “We are proud to offer our customers in Wales and the Midlands
an improved customer service experience. We can guarantee a wider
range of products, kept in greater supply and faster and more flexible
delivery.” For further information, visit www.cembrit.co.uk.
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Events for the roofing industry 

 24-26 March 2015

The Health & Safety Event
Health & safety show for construction professionals. Free
conferences and education from The British Safety Council.
2014: 5,000 visitors, 210 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham www.healthandsafetyevents.co.uk/

28-30 April 2015

The Natural Stone Show
Showcase event for UK stone industry. 
Architecture, conservation, design.
2013: 5,600 visitors, 220 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.stoneshow.co.uk

6-7 May 2015

All-Energy 2014
All renewable and sustainable technologies. Full seminar and
conference programme. Call for Papers deadline 5-12-14.
2014: 6,875 visitors, 371 exhibitors
The SECC, Glasgow, Scotland www.all-energy.co.uk

15 May 2015

NFRC Roofing Awards
Gathering all the main players in the UK roofing industry to
recognise and celebrate the best workmanship and health &
safety on projects across all roofing disciplines.
Hilton London Metropole Hotel, London W2 www.nfrc.co.uk

16-18 June 2015

Safety & Health International
Occupational health and safety event for H & S professionals,
co-located with IOSH conference. 2015 includes dedicated
construction safety and PPE/workwear areas.
2014: 15,000 visitors, 340 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.safety-health-expo.co.uk/

6-7 October 2015

Timber Expo
Latest products, innovations and developments across the
timber sector
2014: 6,001 visitors, 64 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham www.timber-expo.co.uk/

6-11 October 2015

Construction Week with The Build Show
New show aimed at builders, contractors, housebuilders,
merchants and construction professionals. Supported by main
industry organisations. Seminar programme, info &guidance,
policy & regs, H&S, CPD.
Includes Timber Expo, Smart Buildings, Energy, HVAC, Plant &
Machinery and more.
Part of ‘Construction Week’ which includes Grand Designs Live.
Projected trade attendance 50,000.
NEC, Birmingham http://www.buildshow.co.uk/

10-11 November 2015

Greenbuild with Buildings & Energy Efficiency (BEE)
Guidance on energy efficiency, green retrofit. Free conference
programmes with expert speakers. Incorporates Ignition, the
UK’s only woodfuel event.
Manchester Central, Manchester www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk/

19-21 November 2015

The Skills Show
Hosts roofing Skillbuild finals. Industries’ showcase to inform
and recruit young people. Buzzing with the energy of 14-20+
year olds. 2014: 73,000 visitors
NEC, Birmingham www.theskillsshow.com
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The Light Halls of Vauxhall 

The Kalwall translucent glazing
system is widely specified in
many different retail facilities.
These include supermarkets,
warehouses and car showrooms
across the UK. The latest
example is a showroom for the
Thurlow Nunn Vauxhall car
dealership in Milton Keynes.

Designed by architects Bisset Adams, this two storey building covers
nearly 2300sqm. The Kalwall features as a large translucent screen above
the main entrance with an unusual Tuckerman Grid configuration using
square cells. It is designed to diffuse daylightling evenly into the entrance
area and showroom creating a well-lit and aesthetically pleasing
ambience while at night the façade emits an ethereal glow. The crispness
of the structure’s modelling and the clever use of natural daylight are
designed to showcase the extensive stock.  Unlike conventional glazing,
Kalwall eliminates shadows and glare and the stark contrasts of light and
shade. The system eliminates the need for blinds, curtains or solar
control.  Even on cloudy days, the entrance and showroom are flooded
with natural daylight, which means less artificial lighting and, because
Kalwall is highly insulating, energy costs are reduced.  Kalwall is
distributed in England, Wales and Northern Ireland by Structura UK. Case
studies and technical information are available from Structura UK Ltd,
Tel: 01233 501 504 or visit www.structura-uk.com/kalwall.
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Jewson Continues its Superbrand Status
The annual Business Superbrands
list has placed Jewson amongst the
UK’s strongest business-to-
business brands for 2015. The
UK’s leading supplier of
sustainable timber and building
materials has now been recognised
as a Superbrand for the second
year running. Once again after an
independently coordinated
procedure managed by The Centre for Brand Analysis (TCBA), Jewson has
been judged to have the finest reputation in its field, offering an emotional
and tangible edge over its competitors. An expert council and over 2,000
individual business professionals assessed over 1,200 brands on three
key criteria: quality, reliability and distinction. “Being acknowledged as a
Superbrand for the second year running is testament to our team’s
dedication and commitment to providing the highest levels of customer
service,” commented Peter Stringer, Managing Director at Jewson. “We
have continued to evolve with our customers, adjusting our products and
services to provide exactly what they need to get the job done
professionally and efficiently. In addition, we have made significant
investments into training – both for our own experienced staff on an on-
going basis as well as making it free and easily accessible for our
customers through the launch of our Pro Build Tour.” For further
information about Business Superbrands visit: www.superbrands.uk.com.
For more information about Jewson visit: www.jewson.co.uk.
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Put Your Old Workflow in the BIM
From its inception in the
famously innovative Scottish
textile industry, the development
and commercialisation of
emerging technology has always
been an important part of the A.
Proctor Group’s DNA. From the
introduction of unique
agricultural solutions in the early
part of the 20th Century, to
spearheading the widespread
adoption of vapour permeable
roofing membranes in the
1990s, this has continued to be

the driving force behind the company’s progression from a local family
business to a global manufacturer. Now, in the 21st century, this focus
on moving the industry forward has progressed into the digital space,
with an expanding range of BIM objects allowing architects to easily
specify Proctor Group products from within their design application of
choice. With legislation now in place to encourage the adoption of modern
BIM workflows on all scales of project, the A. Proctor Group have
partnered with the NBS National BIM library to deliver high quality
objects in both Revit-native and cross platform IFC formats, as well as
traditional NBS Spec+ clauses. This allows our customers to easily
integrate our products into whatever design workflow they choose at the
click of a mouse. Visit www. proctorgroup.com.
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